Record of Public Submissions
This document contains the written submissions received in response to the notice of public hearing for:
Bylaw 2016-03 Town of Canmore Municipal Develoipment Plan
The public hearing was held on June 29, 2016. Submissions respecting this bylaw were accepted
between June 14, 2016, when council approved the hearing date, and 7:40 p.m. on June 29, 2016, when
the public hearing adjourned.

This document was prepared by Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk, on June 30, 2016.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Susan
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 6:30 PM
Cheryl Hyde
Council
Concerns - Draft Municipal Development Plan

I'm writing to to express several concerns I have relating to potential changes to the Municipal Development plan. I and
my family are residents of Canmore.
The change to development within and adjacent to our Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches MUST follow the 2012
Bow Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group guidelines not just refer to them. Anything less than 100% compliant is
unacceptable.
It is imperative that the Environmental Impact Study evaluate land uses directly adjacent to wildlife corridors and habitat
patches. There must be particular attention paid to the type of land use, the intensity of the development, as well as the
potential for adverse environmental impacts.
As we plan for the future, we expect that the definition of adjacency will continue to be applied equally to ANY and ALL
new development when new land use activities that are considered acceptable adjacent to wildlife corridors and habitat
patches and must include those that are less intrusive.” (Policy 7.2., 2012 BCEAG, page 20).
It is clear, that the Town of Canmore should demand a fully independent review using a wildlife biologist chosen by the
Town of Canmore. Clearly at this point in time a collaborative review is not acceptable or appropriate. An independent
3rd party review will ensure a completely independent process apart from the developer’s proposal. This is backed by
Policy 4.2.15, which states that rather than restoring a 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS, that the Town select an
environmental consultant, who will report directly to the Town. I would encourage the Town to work with the
consultant and the applicant to then find a balance in mitigations that minimize the identified impact of the proposal.
It is important the option of an EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) be applied to the 2016 development complete
with cumulative effects of the overall development, using both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and the concept of
adjacency. Yes, this option has only been used twice in the last 18 years and but it IS a municipal tool as well as a
Provincial one ‐ use it!
The 2016 MDP environmental policies need to apply to all developments equally, consistent with the 1998 MDP and the
2009 CSP at 2nd reading – we should not accept 2 tiers, where some development is subject to weaker policies than
others.
Gerry Stephenson is an expert and a made in Canmore expert. It only makes sense for our Admin and Council to listen
closely to him and to incorporate the recommendations that he provides on Undermining due to previous activities.
Anything that does not include his detailed suggested revisions is absolutely revolting and dangerous.
I trust you will do everything you can to protect our wildlife and the vital corridor.
Susan Adair‐Wolf
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jorie Adams
Wednesday, June 29, 2016
Cheryl Hyde
Submission to MDP

Presentation for the June 29, 2016 Public Hearing on the proposed MDP

My purpose in writing is to urge Canmore Town Council to ensure that the new MDP is at
least as protective of the environment as was the previous MDP.

I think it is fair to say that most of the people who live here agree with me that we have a
responsibility to maintain the beauty which surrounds us and to show care and respect for
the wildlife with which we share the Bow Valley. As our elected representatives you bear a
great responsibility in ensuring that this happens, and the MDP you are now considering will
set out the framework which will govern it for the next several decades.

In particular, I would ask that you act to ensure that the new MDP includes such provisions as
the certainty that any development which might impact on wildlife will be addressed more
strongly in the EIS, that the policy requiring that the EIS be prepared by the Town’s consultant
will be further strengthened or be replaced by an independent third party review which
provides full independence from the developer, and that the option for an additional EIA is
kept open should more information be required.

Thank you for considering my submission.
Jorie Adams
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

CanmoreAndersons
Wednesday, June 29, 2016 3:44 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
June 29, 2016 DRAFT MDP 2nd Public Hearing

Mayor and Council:
We provided 12 pages of input at the last Public Hearing on March 22, 2016 and in this latest DRAFT MDP virtually no
changes were made. That appears to be the theme of this process "NO CHANGE". Why are we being asked for input
when none of it is taken time and time again? This appears to have become an exercise in futility, just so the box can be
checked "Public Hearing done."

This time around will keep our input to 2 critical and vital points, in the hopes that at a bare minimum these items
are revised in the DRAFT.

Our community group: Three Sisters FOR Wildlife has 4 key principles that apply to this DRAFT MDP:
1) Preserve and protect the environment with viable wildlife corridors and habitat
2) Actively involve the community with a "Made in Canmore" solution
3) Mitigate and Avoid undermining risks
4) Preserve the integrity of the adjacent lands

We respectfully ask that you include the words and recommendations of our local "Made in Canmore" experts on
Wildlife/Environment and Undermining by ensuring the following items are put into this DRAFT MDP:
Wildlife/Environment input:
1) We ask in the section ‘New Development Within and Adjacent to Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches’, the definition
of ‘adjacency’ in Policy 4.2.14 clearly states that ‘adjacency’ WILL BE CONSISTENT WITH BCEAG Guidelines, (not just
“will refer to” BCEAG,) with the EIS continuing, as stated Policy 4.2.14, to evaluate land uses directly adjacent to wildlife
corridors and habitat patches with particular attention to “the type of land use and the intensity of the development, as well
as the potential for adverse environmental impacts.”
2) We ask that this definition of ‘adjacency’ WILL APPLY EQUALLY TO ALL NEW DEVELOPMENT, consistent with 2012
BCEAG , WHERE: “New land use activities that are considered acceptable adjacent to wildlife corridors and habitat
patches include those that are less intrusive.” (Policy 7.2., 2012 BCEAG, page 20).
3) We ask for a fully independent review by the wildlife biologist chosen by the Town of Canmore of the developer’s
proposal – not a collaborative review. Only a independent 3rd party review ensures a completely independent process
apart from the developer’s proposal. Policy 4.2.15, rather than restoring a 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS, Policy,
requires the Town to “select an environmental consultant, who will report directly to the Town. The Town will work with the
consultant and the applicant to find a balance in mitigation's that minimize the identified impact of the proposal.” However,
there is NO clear wording that ensures that the independent biologist hired by the Town does NOT actively ‘collaborate
with’ the developer’s consultant. Also, under ‘EIS POLICY, VERSION 4, Section 4) Mitigation, Recommendations &
Conclusions, the recommendation under Policy 4 e) has been removed, i.e. “Recommendation regarding whether the
proposal should proceed as planned, or how the proposal could be modified to reduce or avoid impact.”
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4) We ask that the option of an EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) be restored to the 2016, consistent with both the
1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP, where this option has only been used twice in the last 18 years and IS a municipal tool as
well as a Provincial one, contrary to information provided by Planning.
5) We ask that the 2016 MDP environmental policies apply to all development equally, consistent with the 1998 MDP and
the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading – not 2 tiers, where some development is subject to weaker policies than others.
Undermining Input:
We ask you to allot the needed time this evening to listen and adhere to the submitted advice from local expert Gerry
Stephenson that he will be presenting again at the Public Hearing this evening.

We believe, if you do not included these critical points on Wildlife and Undermining in this DRAFT MDP - our Town
Administration and this Council will be putting our Town and its future at severe risk.

We also agree with the words of former Councillor Hans Helder from the last hearing, "The consequences of using
inexperienced internal staff without engaging in highly experienced expertise results in a fatally flawed bylaw." This
DRAFT MDP is fatally flawed in its current state and without all these changes should be scrapped.

Thank you,
Gary and Kay Anderson
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BowCORD submission to 2nd Public Hearing: 2016 MDP at after 2nd Reading
Wednesday, June 29, 2016

Mayor Borrowman and Councillors Comfort, Krausert, McCallum, Russell,
Sandford and Seeley:
Our presentation is directed to the Environmental Stewardship Section 4.
You, as our elected representatives, are Stewards of Canmore’s natural environment,
including our wildlife, their habitat and corridors.
As you know, our natural areas, the magnificence of our wildlife, their freedom and the
space to move in health and safety through our Bow Valley, is a value and responsibility
that previous Councils, administrations and the community have shared.
Once eroded or lost, the wildlife and their habitat are gone forever. It is a matter of
survival.
And what would replace these natural corridors, habitat patches and immediately
adjacent areas? More 6,000 square foot homes? Large, multi-unit residences? More
permitted and discretionary uses, such as service facilities typical of an urban setting?
Development once built cannot be undone.
As the Stewards of Canmore and the Bow Valley, we are only asking that the Policies
contained under the heading ‘New Development Within or Adjacent to Wildlife Corridors
and Habitat Patches’ provide the strongest protection and language to provide an
unambiguous guide to future Councils and Planners.
We are here tonight ask you to ensure that the Canmore Bow Valley has this level of
protection, consistent with both the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading, and the 1998 MDP, which
has served us well.
We are placing our trust in you, and your long experience of the Canmore community,
our statutory documents and our values, knowing there this is a promise you have all
made, and one that you have honoured since being elected, whether in support for the
long-waited Conservation Easement on the corridors in the Stewart Creek area, or your
strong stand for development-free movement corridors, as they connect to the Bow
River under the Trans Canada Highway into the Municipal District of Bighorn, and to
Exshaw.
THE MDP PROCESS
As you know, this 2016 MDP was to be based on the 2009 Community Sustainability
Plan (CSP) at 2nd reading, which derived from a 2-year, grass-roots up consultation
process.
The CSP included 6 key conservation polices in its “Stewardship” section, consistent
with the 1998 MDP, which did not appear in the first draft of the new MDP.
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When Planning asked for public input into the 1st draft of the 2015/16 MDP, for the
Stewardship section alone there were 26 pages of recommendations calling for stronger
environmental protection like that in the old MDP and CSP.
The response of Planning to these public submissions was: “NO CHANGE IN POLICY
DIRECTION”.
Was the MDP to bear NO resemblance to the CSP after all? Was there NO place for
public input? NO regard for Canmore’s statutory documents of the past 18 years?
In December, 2015, Council listened to the public. Mayor Borrowman and Councillor
Krausert made amendments to require an EIS for new land uses both in and directly
ADJACENT to corridors and patches, and to provide a definition of “adjacency” in
number of metres consistent with the CSP and 2012 BCEAG. Planning did not bring
these amendments forward as moved.
At the March Public Hearing, the public made 53 written, and over 12 verbal
submissions. Council again responded with several amendments to require an EIS for
any new land uses directly adjacent to a corridor or patch. And again, Planning failed to
bring forward these amendments until Version 4 of the MDP which came before Council
on June 14th – the same date that Planning brought forward their Version 5, from which
the policies asked for by the public in the Fall of 2015 and at the March public hearing
were removed.
After discussion and further amendments, Version 6 of the MDP was given 2ND reading with policies which are still not as environmentally protective as those of the 1998 MDP
and CSP.
THE NEW 2016 MDP at 2nd READING
Where does this leave protection of our remaining natural environment, wildlife
corridors and habitat patches?
Policy 4.2.11 is excellent, where no new development is permitted in corridors or
patches, with carefully controlled exceptions, while Policy 4.2.12 requires an EIS.
However, we do strongly suggest amendments to the following policies:
1. POLICY 4.2.14: Although an EIS is required for “Development proposals within an
identified wildlife corridor or habitat patch”, and for an ASP, ARP, or amendment to an
ASP or ARP, this policy is only satisfactory if Policy 4.2.14 also requires that proposed
land uses directly adjacent to corridors and patches are evaluated within the
scientifically-based area of adjacency consistent with BCEAG Guidelines.
At present this is still NO scientifically-based definition of “adjacent” consistent
with 2012 BCEAG Guidelines, where ‘adjacency’ is defined within a range of 175
metres from a wildlife corridor and 250 metres from a habitat patch, and “New land use
activities that are considered acceptable adjacent to wildlife corridors and habitat
patches include those that are less intrusive.”
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At present the only definition of ‘adjacency’ is in Policy 4.2.14 which weakly states that
the Town” will refer to the BCEAG… to determine adjacency, but other relevant criteria
may be considered as well”.
2. POLICY 4.2.15: In the place of a 3rd party review, the EIS will prepared by an
independent biologist selected by the Town. [In the 1998 MDP and CSP, Town
policy was to have the developer’s consultant prepare an EIS, which would then be
evaluated by an independent expert hired by the Town – not to have the developer
‘evaluate’ the EIS prepared by the Town’s ‘independent’ consultant.]

Independence of the Town’s consultant from the developer needs to be clarified so it
does not slide into a ‘collaborative” EIS where the Towns’ consultant is NOT left free to
revise, remediate or reject the land use proposal.
While this approach is considered to be more efficient in time and money, the cost of a
3rd party review is worth it to protect our corridors and patches, especially when there
were only 5-6 such reviews over the past 18 years
3. There is NO option for an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) to provide a
further in depth assessment of the developer’s plan by an independent biologist. Used
only twice since 1998, this is a ‘precautionary’ policy which should be available. The
advantage of keeping the EIA is that it is easier to waive a policy than it is to reinstate it,
where the EIA is both a municipal and provincial tool, as confirmed by the Province.
4. POLICY 4.2.16: This MDP still includes a 2-tier approach to policies rather than
having only ONE policy that applies to ALL development equally in regard to the
requirement of the EIS and consistent with the 2012 BCEAG definition of ‘adjacency’,
like the CSP.
5. POLICY 18.2.12 While this policy requires an EIS for “Development proposals
within an identified wildlife corridor or habitat patch”, and for an ASP, ARP, or
amendment to an ASP or ARP, it is not also required for Land Use Bylaw,
subdivision or development permit or amendment thereto, unlike the 2009 CSP.
WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE US?
Given that the last 3 revisions of the MDP came out at once on June 14, we are glad that
Council chose to hold a 2nd Public Hearing so the public can express their concerns,
even at such short notice and at a time when many people have left Canmore on their
summer holidays.
Although several policies from the 2009 CPS cannot be found in this 2016 MDP, with
careful amendment it could provide effective protection of Canmore’s corridors and
patches.
This would involve requiring that: in the EIS, land uses directly adjacent to corridors and
patches are evaluated consistent with the science-based, BCEAG-specific definition of
‘adjacency’ within the range of 175 to 250 metres; there are no 2-tier policies that
weaken the required EIS and strong definition of ‘adjacency’ for some development
proposals relative to another; there will be further clarification of how the independence
of the Town’s consultant is assured in preparing the EIS; the option of an in depth EIA is
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available, if necessary - a tool which the Province has confirmed can be used at both the
municipal and provincial levels.
Council is the environmental Steward of Canmore’s Bow Valley.
Our trust is now placed in you.
Heather MacFadyen, Chair
Colin Ferguson, Alan MacFadyen and Eileen Patterson, Steering Committee
Bow Corridor Organization for Responsible Development
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5 ESSENTIAL AMENDMENTS CONSISTENT WITH THE 1998 MDP AND 2009 CSP –
WHERE THE CSP WAS PROMISED AS THE BASIS FOR THE 2016 MDP

New Development Within or Adjacent to Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches
4.2.11 No new development shall be allowed within a habitat patch or corridor, excepting:
a. infrastructure and utilities may be allowed to be located within or to cross a habitat patch or corridor
in the least intrusive manner possible, and
b. non-intensive, trail-based recreational uses may be allowed.
4.2.12 Where new development is considered pursuant to 4.2.11, an EIS shall be required by the Town
where it has the authority.
4.2.13 Development proposals within or adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch shall have regard
for the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012) and most recent
principles of wildlife conservation to ensure the values and function of the corridor or habitat patch are
not compromised.
1-IN ADDITION TO REQURING AN EIS FOR AN ASP AND ARP, AMEND POLICY 4.2.14 TO CLEARLY STATE
THAT THE TOWN WILL “DETERMINE ADJACENCY” CONSISTENT WITH THE 2012 BCEAG GUIDELINES, WHERE
THIS SCIENCE-BASED DEFINITION IS IN TERMS OF A RANGE OF 175 T0 250 METRES FROM THE BOUNDARY
OF A WC OR HP. THE CSP CHOSE TO DEFINE ‘ADJACENCY’ AS 250m FROM A WC OR HP.

4.2.14 For the purposes of this section, the Town will refer to the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat
Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012) to determine adjacency, but other relevant criteria may be
considered as well. Not all proposals deemed adjacent will require an EIS – the requirement for an EIS
will be evaluated based on the nature and scope of the proposed development, including the type of
land use and the intensity of the development, as well the potential for adverse environmental impacts.
2 – AMEND POLICY 4.2.15 TO ENSURE COMPLETE INDEPENDENCE OF THE TOWN’S ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSULTANT WHO CANNOT BE CONSIDERED ‘INDEPENDENT’ IF THERE IS DIRECT COLLABORATION
WITH THE DEVELOPER AND THEIR CONSULTANT. THE CONSULANT SHOULD BE FREE TO RECOMMEND
‘AVOIDING’ NEGATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AS WELL AS ‘MINIMIZING’ or ‘MITIGATING’ THEM,
AND BE FREE TO RECOMMEND AN EIA IF DESIREABLE.
IF THIS INDEPENDENCE OF THE TOWN CONSULTANT WOULD BE COMPOMISED BY THIS POLICY, IT
SHOULD BE REPLACED WITH A 3rd PARTY REVIEW.

4.2.15 Where the MDP requires the completion of an EIS, the Town will prepare the Terms of Reference
in accordance with the EIS Policy, and select an environmental consultant to prepare the EIS. The Town
will contract the consultant, who will report directly to the Town. The Town will work SEPARATELY with
the consultant and the applicant to find a balance in mitigations that minimize the identified impact of
the proposal. All costs associated to a required EIS will be collected from the proponent through a bond
or deposit taken at the time of an application fee.
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3- PROVIDE THE OPTION OF AN EIA WHICH IS A MUNICIPAL AS WELL AS A PROVINCIAL TOOL FOR AN
IN DEPTH ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT. AN EIA HAS ONLY BEEN REQUESTED TWICE IN THE PAST
18 YEARS.
4 – AMEND OR REPLACE POLICY 4.2.16 BELOW AS IT DOES NOT APPLY TO ALL DEVELOPOMENT
EQUALLY AS THE POLICIES IN BOTH THE 1998 MDP AND CSP DO.

Development Exempted from BCEAG
4.2.16 Notwithstanding 4.2.13, development proposals within or adjacent to a wildlife corridor or
habitat patch which have been exempted from the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines
for the Bow Valley (2012), development shall be in accordance with an accepted EIS.
REMOVE: or an area structure plan, as amended from time to time. The Town may require the
preparation of an EIS in accordance with the Town’s EIS Policy.

Wildlife Sensitive Design
4.2.17 Developments should be designed to minimize impacts on any adjacent wildlife habitat patch or
corridor. Design elements that should be addressed include, but are not limited to, placement of
buildings, lighting, landscaping and fencing, educational signage and location of trails and trail heads.
4.2.18 Where possible, utilities, trails or roads that cross wildlife corridors or habitat patches should be
designed and located to be perpendicular to and within a single right-of-way, and be managed on an
ongoing basis to minimize impacts on the corridor or habitat patch.

Human Use in Corridors and Habitat Patches
4.2.19 Trail development and recreational use of wildlife corridors should will only be allowed where
such development and use does not compromise the functionality of wildlife corridors. Trail
development should will be consistent with criteria in the BCEAG guideline documents, including the
Guidelines for Human Use Within Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches in the Bow Valley (1999) or
other adopted reports.
5- AMEND POLICY 18.2.12 TO BE CONSISTENT WITH THE CSP AND WITH SUGGESTED AMENDED OR
REPLACED POLICIES, WHERE THE EIS WOULD ALSO APPLY TO LAND USE BYLAW, SUBDIVISION,
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AND AMENDMENTS THERETO.

Section 18
Environmental Impact Statements
18.2.12 An EIS must be prepared for:
a. Moving the Growth Boundary,
b. Development proposals within an identified wildlife corridor or habitat patch, and
c. A new ASP or ARP, and
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d. Amending an ASP or ARP.

18.2.13 Notwithstanding 18.2.12d, Council may determine that an EIS is not required to be prepared for
an application to amend an ASP or ARP based on the nature and scope of the amendment and the
potential for adverse environmental impacts.
18.2.14 An EIS may be required to be prepared for any development proposal presented to a decisionmaking authority of the Town, including Council, the development authority, and the subdivision
authority. In order to help determine whether an EIS will be required, key criteria that may be
considered include, but are not limited to, the magnitude, geographic extent, timing, frequency,
duration and reversibility of the potential adverse environmental impacts.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marjorie Bridge
Friday, June 24, 2016 2:42 PM
Cheryl Hyde
Public Hearing and third reading of MDP re Ranger Station Lands - conditions.

Dear Ms. Hyde,
Please add this information to the letter I sent yesterday.
I have checked with local engineering firms and have been given rough estimates, based on recent similar
projects, that to bore a sewer line underneath the Trans-Canada Highway from the Ranger Station Properties to
connect to the existing sewer line will be as follows:
Engineers have told me that we are at the edge of the alluvial fan therefore the soil will most likely be a
favourable silt rather than small rocks, and would fall at the lower end of the price scale which will be in the
region of: Low end - $250,000
High end - $375,000
Other work bringing the total to $450,000 max.
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MDP SUBMISSION
June 29, 2016
Ron Casey

Version 6 is an improvement over the document presented at the first public hearing in March
as some minor adjustments have been made. However, most changes are simply editorial in
nature and do not address many of the concerns that were raised.
The provision of functional wildlife corridors has been a long term requirement for
development approvals in the Town of Canmore yet in this document functionality is rarely
mentioned and when it is, it states it is the jurisdiction of the Province; so we seem happy to
abdicate our responsibility to the Province who will almost certainly not place the same value
on functional corridors as the residents of Canmore. Even if they do respect the requirements
for functionality, there is nothing wrong with having an independent consultant review their
recommendations and verify that the corridor is, in fact, functional.
The Town has sole jurisdiction of land use and, as such, verification of functional corridors can
simply be the condition under which land use changes are allowed when development occurs
adjacent to or in close proximity to wildlife corridors, habitat patches or Environmentally
Sensitive Areas. It must remain a Town priority that functional wildlife corridors are established
and maintained regardless of what the Province approves or not.
There has been a lot of time and effort put into developing this plan, however, the level of
public engagement has not been sufficient given the importance of this community plan. These
plans can be effective for a long period of time, if the time is taken in developing the plan to
engage the community in dialogue and meaningful consultation. That was the case with the
1998 MDP, Mining the Future and the Signposts to sustainability documents, but unfortunately
in this case the dependence on e-mail response and poorly attended information sessions
(Open Houses) did not create the public discussion forums that are so vital to gaining
community buy in and support; for the MDP and for the future direction of the Town. This MDP
could have been so much more and been truly representative of the community, if the time had
been taken.
Rather than approve 3rd reading of an MDP that is lacking in so many areas, such as caring
capacity of the tourism industry, employee housing, environmental policy etc., I would urge
Council to treat this document as a starting point for a true community consultation process
that allows the community to come together in meaningful discussions about the future of our
community.
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The following are comments / recommendations on the various sections of the MDP:

1.7 - “for the requirements of relevant Provincial………………….including the NRCB Decision”.


Should read “including respect for the conditions of approval of the NRCB Decision”.

2.0 - “while endeavoring to maintain Canmore’s character”.


Recommend “while maintaining Canmore’s character”.

2.1 - “A growth boundary is ….. areas of land that are not ready for or are not suitable for,
urban development.
“Growth boundary provides a more accurate reflection of land that is available for
development”
“Map 1”


Areas such as Quarry Lake, the Canmore Golf and Curling Club are included inside the
urban growth boundary, are these lands really available for development?? Lands that
are NOT “available for development” should be removed from the growth boundary.

2.1.3 – “…and the identification and protection of wildlife corridors by the Province”


Recommend “…and the identification and protection of lands critical to ensuring wildlife
corridor functionality”.

2.2 “Private Recreation & Open Space….intended for commercial recreational and open
space use”


These areas also function as wildlife corridors on Three Sisters and Silvertip so uses
should respect this function.

2.4 – “Recognizing the 1992 NRCB Decision, the landowners and the Town may desire to
embark…”


Recommend “ Recognizing the commitments made by the landowners in the 1992
Decision Report, the Town may desire to embark…”.

2.4.1 -”…Future Planning area shall be determined through an area structure plan process and
through the designation of wildlife corridors by the Province’’.


Recommendation “and through the designation and protection of functional wildlife
corridors, verified by a qualified third party review of the corridor alignments”.
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2.4.2 – “…an area structure plan shall be prepared and approved for the Future Planning Area.”
Recommendation “… an area structure plan shall be prepared, that takes into account the
functionality of Provincially approved wildlife corridors, and approved for the Future Planning
Area.”
3.5 – Steep Creeks
 There is no question that steep creeks pose a risk to some existing and proposed
developments in Canmore and that policies dealing with this hazard need to be
developed. However, there are other risks of natural disasters that have hardly received
any consideration such as wildfires, and the Bow River. The level of detail and policy
direction dealing with steep creeks appears to be an over reaction to the events of 2013
and to freeze any development in nearly a third of the Town of Canmore, especially the
industrial areas given the number of undeveloped and under developed sites, certainly
seems extreme given the amount of mitigation works already completed in Cougar
Creek.
 While there is some chance that an event larger than 2013 could occur in the Cougar
Creek watershed, since it has sometime in the past few thousand years, we know with
certainty that the forest surrounding us burn every 100 years and the Bow River has
flooded several times in the last century. This really comes down to understanding the
risk and as a community accepting some level of risk with where we live, whether that
be from steep creeks, the Bow River ( and dams associated with it upstream), or forest
fire. Each of these events has a potential to result in the loss of human life.
 Perhaps a better use of the MDP would be to identify some of these hazards and require
that plans be developed for each of them that include early warning systems,
evacuation plans, community muster points, emergency response etc. Developing these
individual plans will help to reduce the risk of lives being lost to these known hazards.
Areas most at risk are identified and LUB overlays can then be developed that address
mitigation measures for development to occur.

3.6.1 – Wildfire – should read developments “must” undertake a wildfire risk assessment
instead of “may be required”.
3.6.3 - Wildfire – should read …. “applications must include conditions that” …. instead of “may
include”.
3.7.3 - “…an undermining report prepared by a qualified professional and any
recommendations…”
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Should include a provision for a bond or insurance by the developer since the
Undermining Regulations do not cover Municipal losses do to undermining.

4.2 - Extremely unclear what lands, if any, are included in ESA’s. Wildlife corridors, habitat
patches?????This whole section is very vague and its purpose is unclear. Needs a lot of work.
Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches – “Wildlife corridor identification for Three Sisters lands
is under exclusive jurisdiction of the Province”.


The municipality is within its jurisdiction as the land use approving authority to require
that functionality of any corridor approved by the Province be accessed by a qualified
third party, prior to any land use approvals.

4.2.8 - …’However, it is also a valid and important land use planning consideration for the Town
of Canmore. Where it has jurisdiction…”


The Town has the ability to require an EIS and a third party review of the EIS for any
“approved” corridor, to assess functionality taking into consideration proposed adjacent
land uses, prior to approval of any land use re-designation or ASP



The Town is the sole approving authority for land use (Council). When a land use
redesignation application is received it can be refused based on any issue the approving
authority feels is relevant. ie Wildlife Corridor functionality.

4.2.13 – “…and most recent principles of wildlife conservation…”


As determined by? Who will establish and review/ update these “principles”.

4.2.15 - Developments Exempt from BCEAG : “For development proposals within or adjacent to
a wildlife corridor or habitat patch….development shall be in accordance with an accepted EIS
or an area structure plan. The Town may require the preparation of an EIS”….


Only one development is exempt from the BCEAG and that is Three Sisters. This allows
Three Sisters to get away with not providing an EIS for their future developments as
long as they have an ASP.
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5.3.2 - “….. development or conversion of….. or main floor spaces that do not function well for
commercial ….for housing for employees…”


The conversion of non-functioning commercial space to residential may erode, over
time, the commercial viability of areas and reduce economic diversification
opportunities that take advantage of the lower rents that result from less viable
commercial locations; these spaces can provide much needed incubator opportunities.
Determining the functionality of a commercial space is very subjective at best.

6.1.4 – “…utilizing land use zoning best practices.”


As determined by? Who will be responsible to establish these best practices? Very
subjective at best.

6.1.10 – “Where significant redevelopment….is being proposed, an Area Redevelopment Plan
should be prepared.”


Significant needs to be defined as this is a totally subjective term. If developers propose
spot zoning in a neighborhood and this occurs at different times does this make the
densification of a neighborhood significant? One off spot zoning that increases density
in existing R1 neighborhoods should not be allowed. ARP’s should be initiated and
completed by the Town of Canmore.

7.2.6 - Disposal of Municipal Reserve: “ MR lands may be disposed for development…clear
community benefit”…..


Recommend adding “ and the requirements of the MGA are met.”

10.1.13 – Social and Economic Impact: “ A social and economic impact assessment … may be
required to be submitted to support significant commercial and mixed use development
proposals.”


Social / economic impacts “should” be required. What constitutes “significant” needs to
be defined? ie Smith Creek ASP

11.1.17 – “Resort Centres are not intended for residential uses except housing for employees
and Perpetually Affordable Housing.”
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However, where appropriate permanent residences may be allowed providing property
taxes and assessments are based on non residential rates.

16.1.7 – “The Town will endeavor to meet or exceed provincial guidelines for municipal
performance.”


Recommendation “…performance and will operate under the principles of minimizing
debt and establishing appropriate cash reserves, that are at no time less than 50% of the
operational budget.”

18.3.6 – “…strategy for housing employees.”


Recommendation “…strategy for housing employees that includes the requirements
under which employee housing must be provided by the employer”.
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Letter to Council: MDP Public Hearing – Opposition to passing draft no. 6 June 29th, 2016
Mayor Borrowman and Councillors,
Thank you to Council and Administration for the effort that has been made to arrive at the 6th version of
the draft MDP and the opportunity to voice my views for the June 29th, 2016 MDP Public Hearing.
Council’s directing Administration to ensure that your changes would be incorporated in version 6 was a
very positive step. You are probably aware that unfortunately none of the changes/input sent to
administration by the public were incorporated for the second reading. The Admiration’s disregarding
Council’s direction is a very serious disrespect for Council and an over-reach of Administration’s duties
and responsibilities.
Unfortunately, version 6 still falls short of the existing MDP in terms of stewardship of the environment
and in the vagueness and ambiguity in most of the policies/sections, making many clauses subject to
interpretation and debate. This makes this draft MDP not actionable and a much less effective MDP than
the current one. This vagueness may be acceptable to the present Council, as you may know how you
intend the clauses to be interpreted. However, when new members of Council and Administration have
to interpret the MDP in 5 or 10 years, they may make decisions based on the MDP’s vague statements,
in a very different way from how in 2016, you “intend” them to be interpreted. In December 2014, Gary
Buxton made the comment that "There needs to be an MDP that is unambiguous for all ....
'Should' and 'may ' statements give too much discretion to planning staff ". This draft of the
MDP is has too much ambiguity and will give too much discretion to planners.
Here are some examples of words/clauses that need clarification:
Introduction
Section 1.5-- Role of the Plan states that the MDP document is “a statutory plan” to use for planning. It
goes on to state it is to provide “direction and guidance”. The MDP is either a statute to be followed,
or not. This “guidance” statement is confusing and makes this paragraph ambiguous and misleading.
The MDP should be a document that stands on its own, and should avoid statements that need
interpretation.
The dictionary definition of Guidance is: “advice or information aimed at resolving a problem or
difficulty, especially as given by someone in authority”. It is my understanding that the MDP is to be
used to ensure “orderly and economic distribution of land uses, the form of future development... “(from
current MDP).
Section 1.6 -- Interpretation -- “shall” “will” “should” etc. If not mandatory, why bother to include in a
law? It is not effective to have a law that states you “should” not kill.
Section 1.8 – Resources – I am uncertain as to why this section is included in the draft MDP. Laws that
are enacted at any level of government never state that the laws may not be implemented due to lack of
resources. We either have an MDP that can be implemented or not. Any section that cannot be
implemented should not be part of the MDP, or have a date for when it will become effective. . The
MDP “should” not be a “wish list of wants”.
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The entire Introduction section seems more like a PR exercise and a sales pitch for the MDP than an
introduction to what is contained in the MDP. The existing MDP’s introduction is brief, simple and does
the job of introducing the reader to MDP. The proposed version 6 of the MDP seems to want to justify
the MDP. I don’t believe that enacted laws usually have an introduction to sell the law to its readers
and users. For your convenience, here is the Link to existing MDP reviewed and updated in 2011:

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwjls vr
47bNAhXs6oMKHZlIBucQFgghMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.canmore.ca%2Fdocuments
%2Fplanning-building-development%2Fplanning-for-three-sisters%2F332-municipaldevelopment-plan-march-2011&usg=AFQjCNHrA6-29TOcJlKW4X3hLra3iRj4Q&sig2=sidZoVumAJTSzFSxHK4zkg
Existing MDP – “The Plan is primarily concerned with the orderly and economic distribution of land uses,
the form of future development, and the protection of key natural areas that are critical to the
ecological preservation of wildlife movements and habitats within the community, throughout the Bow
Corridor, and beyond.” -- This statement is clear and concise. The draft MDP reads more like a social
engineering document than a development planning document.
The draft MDP falls very short of the existing MDP on environmental stewardship and in other areas. If
Council wants to be consistent with the view of environmental stewardship it has taken for the MD of
Bighorn in the proposed obstruction of wildlife movements, surely it must have no double standards for
the protection of wildlife habitat and wildlife movements within Canmore.
Section 4 – Environmental Stewardship
I appreciate that section 4.2.11 will restrict development within habitat patches; however, the
exception for trail use is not acceptable. In my opinion, no trails (non-sensitive and sensitive) should
be permitted in habitat patches or in environmental sensitive areas, such as Environmental Reserves
(ER and ED). Development of any kind has to be prohibited from wildlife habitats. We have encroached
on habits too much already!

“No new development shall be allowed within a habitat patch or corridor, excepting:
a. infrastructure and utilities may be allowed to be located within or to cross a habitat patch or corridor
in the least intrusive manner possible, and
b. non-intensive, trail-based recreational uses may be allowed.” (this is not acceptable to me and to
many other residents)
Section 4.2.14 ‘New Development Within and Adjacent to Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches’, the
definition of ‘adjacency’ in Policy 4.2.14 needs to be changed to require ‘adjacency’ be consistent with
BECAG Guidelines, not as it is stated “to refer to BECAG”. I can refer to a recipe to make a cake, but not
follow it.
“Not all proposals deemed adjacent will require an EIS – the requirement for an EIS will be evaluated
based on the nature and scope of the proposed development, including the type of land use and the
intensity of the development, as well the potential for adverse environmental impacts. ‘
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I ask that an EIS be mandatory for all proposed developments before land uses are evaluated.
Otherwise the evaluation of land use will be subjective and may not be supported by the appropriate
science.
The definition of “adjacency” needs to apply equally to all new development, consistent with 2012
BCEAG, WHERE: “New land use activities that are considered acceptable adjacent to wildlife corridors
and habitat patches include those that are less intrusive.” (Policy 7.2., 2012 BCEAG, page 20).
Section 4.2.15 -- The MDP needs to be changed to include that a fully independent review by a wildlife
biologist chosen by the Town of Canmore of the developer’s proposal be conducted, not a
collaborative review to “mitigate” and compromise. The MDP needs to provide policies of what is
required of developers, not of how the Town will “work” with developers to compromise our
environmental values.
Only an independent 3rd party review ensures a completely independent process apart from the
developer’s proposal. Section 4.2.15, rather than restoring a 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS,
requires the Town to “select an environmental consultant, who will report directly to the Town. The
Town will work with the consultant and the applicant to find a balance in mitigations that minimize the
identified impact of the proposal.” This is not acceptable.

There is NO clear wording that ensures that the independent biologist hired by the Town does NOT
actively ‘collaborate with’ the developer’s consultant. Also, under ‘EIS POLICY, VERSION 4, Section 4)
Mitigation, Recommendations & Conclusions, the recommendation under Policy 4 e) has been
removed, i.e. “Recommendation regarding whether the proposal should proceed as planned, or how
the proposal could be modified to reduce or avoid impact.”

The option of an EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) needs to be restored in the 2016 draft MDP ,
consistent with both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP), where this
option has only been used twice in the last 18 years and it IS a municipal tool as well as a Provincial one.
The Planning department may have provided Council with contrary information, but that information is
not accurate or reliable.

The 2016 MDP environmental policies needs to apply to all development equally, consistent with the
1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading – not 2 tiers, where some development is subject to weaker
policies than others.
2.3 Growth Phasing
The growth vison in the MDP is very troubling to me. There are no SSR required in the draft MDP. The
SSR’s were implemented after the current MDP was passed, then incorporated in the policies for the
2011 revision of the 1998 MDP. There is so much talk of “sustainability” yet, the tool the Town had to
try to quantify sustainability has been dropped.
The vision of “jamming in” development in existing neighbourhoods is not consistent with the mountain
environment and character that we sought when we moved to Canmore over 18 years ago. This MDP
changes the rules of the game during the second inning! It is not right. If someone moved into a builtup established neighbourhood he expects the neighbourhood to be “finished”. It is not fair to change
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the rules in the “middle of the game” and permit additional development. This “infill” may be needed in
30 or 40 years from now, when all of Canmore is at built out. It is not what is needed right now, there
is plenty of land outside existing neighbourhoods that has been designated for development.
“Growth phasing not only considers how and when new “greenfield” areas of town are developed, but how
and when growth or change happens in existing built up areas. The growth phasing policies in this section
are not intended to exclude any types of development, but to provide a set of criteria for decision
makers to evaluate a development proposal for its ability to address the needs of the community and to provide
direction for responding to change as it naturally occurs over time”.
In the case of Canmore, it is not appropriate to use the term “infill” as a justifiable alternative to
“greenfield”, which applies to many cities. In Canmore most of the “greenfield” development areas are
in Silvertip, Spring Creek and TSMV. These are within natural undeveloped lands (Greenfield), but it is
known that they are slotted for development whether existing neighbourhoods are “infilled”
or not. It is misleading to use the term “greenfield” in the MDP, as a way to justify “infill” in established
neighbourhoods.

In the SSR form Section 8 point
“a) Land Use -- REUSE OF LAND, E.G. infill or brown/grey field vs. greenfield” . (see attached SSR
2008-13 document), makes it very clear that “infill” is where a structure had already stood and the land
will be re-used to build. The definition that Council and Administration are using for “infill” is not
appropriate. It is inconsistent with the “infill” definition used by all other municipalities. I do not believe
that Canmore’s MDP should have misleading information, such as the “infill” references.

2.3.3 ‘Where significant redevelopment of an existing neighbourhood or large area of town is being
proposed, an area redevelopment plan shall be prepared. In this context, significant redevelopment
generally means that amendments to the Land Use Bylaw are required to accommodate an increased
density of the area or neighbourhood, or that major upgrades to municipal infrastructure are required’.
“Significant” is a subjective term, subject to interpretation. Why can the MDP not quantify, as 10%, 20%
etc. increase to an existing sub-division?
“This plan is organized into sections. The background information within each section (I could not find a
background in each section. The existing MDP includes background in each section and these are shown
in the index) the is to guide policy interpretation, but is not meant to be interpreted as policy statements.
Each section of the plan is uniformly organized and includes an introductory statement (these statements
take a lot of space and are “motherhood” sales pitch statements), goals (very vague and ineffective,
current MDP is very specific on goals. For example the 6% growth limit is clearly identified) and
policies. The appendix of the plan contains definitions, and commonly used acronyms which are essential
to policy interpretation and should be referred to where required.
The existing MDP provides the history of our Town and where we come from in order to understand
where we are going. This is of great value, as if we do not understand where we come from and the issues
and challenges we’ve had in the past, we will most likely repeat past mistakes. The draft MDP takes a lot
of time on “vision” vague issues and has omitted all the information on history. I recall that the Planner
that has worked on the draft MDP made remarks, which are in the public record, that the past had no
relevance for planning issues, for planning decisions, planners looked to the future. The omission of
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the background/history and where we are at in this draft MDP are a clear indication that she believes our
heritage and history have no place in the MDP.
Section 5. Affordable Housing – Affordability has the cost of housing and an income component. Even
if a house only costs $100,000, if you earn $1,000 per year, that $100,000 home will not be affordable.
The definition of affordability does not provide the income level, or the cost of the housing, which could
be done with reference to 2016 prices and income. CCHC documents include a $125,000 income
threshold for a family of 4. The asset test for the same family is to have a maximum of $100,000 in
assets, which exclude RRSP’s and RESP. I suggest that most of Canmore residents do not want to
subsidize PAH with municipal taxes.
Why is so much of the MDP so vague? Is it to provide “flexibility”? Flexibility for what? This MDP will
provide uncertainty, for residents and prospective residents. The existing MDP provides much more
actionable and pertinent policies to manage development. It has no “bells and whistles”; instead it has
specifics on many of the issues, which this draft does not.
There are too many issues that in my view need to be revised. For the benefit of time, I will not
continue listing them. Instead, I urge Council to have Administration go back to the drawing board.
This needs to be done in a working group with some of our very engaged residents that have taken
many many hours to review the draft MDP and provide comments to Administration (which were not
incorporated in this draft MDP). The existing MDP was reviewed and revised in 2011. It provides an
excellent framework to add new policies. Why not keep the familiar format and add to it?
The following is the letter that my husband and I submitted to Council for the MDP Public Hearing in
March 2016.
Respectfully,
Blanca Cervi
Canmore, AB
March 21st, 2016

Letter to Council: MDP Public Hearing

“Vision” of Canmore in the MDP is NOT our vision – Opposition to MDP
The draft MDP includes many “should’s" and “may’s”. If the provisions of the MDP cannot be enforced (
by using MUST’s and SHALL’s), why bother to include these provisions? . Many of the concepts in this
draft MDP seem to have been taken from planning documents for large cities, not small mountain towns
like Canmore. We expect that in university courses about Planning, the majority of issues studied relate
to large cities, not small communities ….and it looks like the university approach has been used here. We
have many concerns about the direction that this MDP proposes to give Canmore.
We urge you not to approve the present document for second reading, unless it is dramatically changed.
We will only cite a few of our concerns:
Section 2.1: Growth Boundary
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1. “that is characteristic of a city or town”. The concept of “infilling” in existing built-out
neighbourhoods may be sensible in Calgary and Edmonton for old blighted neighbourhoods that
need revitalization, but not for Canmore. In Canmore, we do not need to control urban sprawl; the
confines of our landscape will do that for us. People move to Canmore to get away from over-dense
cities. Yet this MDP’s vision is one that will build-up further the existing neighbourhoods that have
been at built-out for years, rather than properly planning growth in the new development areas of
TSMV, Silvertip and Spring Creek. Having utilities and infrastructure nearby (2.3.4) should not be
interpreted as suitable or desirable for “infill” development, as this MDP is stating. Central Park in
New York and Stanley Park in Vancouver are fully serviced, yet, we do not expect that we will see
any development in either of them in the near or in the distant future, regardless of housing needs
for these two cities, that have among the highest housing costs in North America.
2. The growth boundary includes existing, built-out neighbourhoods. The current MDP was very
specific in stating the “future growth area” to be TSMV. It is very difficult to understand why the
areas yet to be developed cannot properly plan for future affordable housing requirements, rather
than “stuffing-in” existing neighbourhoods. The number being thrown around for PAH (1,000 units)
is highly questionable. In the June 3, 2008 CHAP meeting (see notes from meeting) “R. Casey
expressed concern that numbers in the Action Plan will be taken as definitive”. The Action Plan
referred to (see page 23 April 23, 2008 Notes from CHAP meeting) “C. P. best guess is that CCHC
needs 1,000 units at 15-year built-out” and on page 25 of notes “at built-out, consensus among
stakeholders that a minimum of 250 staff housing units and 1000 PAH units need to be built” . Ron
Casey’s fears seem to have materialized: from 2008 to 2016, these “guesses” have become
definitive and the Town is basing policy on them.
Section 6: Neighbourhood Residential
1. This section is all about “infill” and “densifying” existing neighbourhoods and re-development of
existing neighbourhoods. Existing built-out neighbourhoods do not have “vacant” land to “infill”.
They have green natural areas which were conceived that way in the original ASP and development
plan. The MDP states that the MR designation will be reduced to provide for non-market affordable
housing. Why is the vision of Canmore now to re-visit these areas for “re-development” at the loss
of green space? Many of us value the green space that was planned in our neighbourhoods. The
municipality of Vail, Colorado, is at full build-out and has very high housing costs. It prides itself as
having the most park land per capita in Colorado. I was told by town administration in Vail that they
would never contemplate using any park land to provide for housing.
2. Why will anyone feel comfortable buying any house in Canmore when the rules of the game keep
changing? There are lands that, per the Master bylaw, TSMV has to give to the Town as TS’ land is
developed. Why is the Town not enforcing its own by-laws and ensuring these lands are donated to
the Town instead of “densifying” existing neighbourhoods?
3. There are so many areas of serious concern in the draft MDP that we could go on for a long time,
but we will limit ourselves to a few more:
5.1.2 “Affordable housing should be integrated and distributed throughout Canmore’s
neighbourhoods, with preference given to locations within reasonable walking area of the Town
Centre, commercial and mixed use areas, or transit stops”. More densifying. There are areas near
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the highway that are suitable for housing. Why should prime downtown land be appropriate for
Affordable housing?
5.2.1 “An action plan that targets 15% of residential growth as non-market affordable housing
developed concurrently with market residential growth will be created and maintained.” Where
will the land come from, but from reduced green space?
5.2.2 “Density bonusing” -- yet more densifying
5.2.5 “ Where non-market affordable housing units are constructed, Municipal Reserve (MR)
dedication requirements specified in 7.2.1 may be reduced provided the Town deems the open
space and/or school land dedication sufficient” . Less green space
6.1.10 “ Where significant redevelopment is being proposed throughout an existing
neighbourhood or area of town which would result in, for example, amendments to the Land Use
Bylaw to accommodate an increased density or upgrades to municipal infrastructure, an area
redevelopment plan should be prepared at the direction of Council”
18.3.4 “A municipal lands strategy should be created to identify Town owned lands that are
desirable for affordable housing opportunities and the Town should work with affordable housing
agents or other similar partner for development of those lands” . Our Town already has an
inventory of Town owned lands. The “municipal land evaluation map” was presented to Council in
April 2015 ”. This map includes mostly park land and playgrounds, for future evaluation for
development. Here is the legend that goes with the map, with designated priority level.
Parcel Legend for Municipal Land Evaluation Map Issued 4/8/2014
Parcel number in map

Development Potential per map colour

1 - Larch Avenue MR
2 - Old Daycare
3 - Lift Station No. 5
4 - Lions Park
5 - 8 Avenue Trail
6 - Fairholme North
7 - Fairholme South
8 - Rundle Playground
9 - Boat Launch / School Reserve
10 - 1 Street W
11 - Millenium Park
12 - Three Sisters Drive
13 - Boychock Lands
14 - Bow Valley Trail / Railway Ave Intersection
15 - Palliser Lot 7
16 - Cougar Point Playground
17 - Heliport Lands
18 - Lady McDonald Playground
19 - Dyrgas Trail

High
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
Medium
High ( a section of it)
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Medium
Low
Low
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20 - Hubman MR
21 - Veteran's Park
22 - Scout Hall
23 - Trans Canada Highway Right-of-Way

Medium
Medium
Low
Low

The existing MDP is a much more actionable document that sticks to planning issues without making
“motherhood” statements. A letter to the editor last year called the new draft MDP a “social manifesto”
not a planning document, we agree with this statement.
We urge Council not to adopt this MDP, which encourages densifying established, built-out
neighbourhoods, at the cost of green space. BOWDA no doubt will be very supportive of this MDP as
the interest of the developers will be very well served.
Respectfully,
Blanca Cervi & Pierre Lambert
Canmore, Alberta
Attachment – Municipal Land Evaluation Map
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Address to Town of Canmore Council for MDP Public Hearing June 29 th, 2016
Mayor Borrowman and Town Councillors, my name is Blanca Cervi and I live in Canmore
Thank you for the opportunity to provide you with some of my views.
1. The MDP draft contains too many ambiguous words that are very vague, subjective, and not
actionable, such as: “may” “should” “significant”.
2. Shall not kill is much clearer than Should not kill
3. The ambiguity starts in the introduction Section 1.5-- Role of the Plan -where it says the MDP
is “a statutory plan” and it is to provide “direction and guidance”. To me statute means I
MUST, guidance means I MAY.
4. The current MDP Section 2 Role of the MDP is much more clear:
 Quote – “The plan is primarily concerned with the orderly and economic distribution of
land uses, the form of future development, and the protection of key natural areas
that are critical to the ecological preservation of wildlife movements and habitats
within the community.. “
5. Present Council may know how the policies in this Draft are be interpreted. But in 5 or 10 years,
new members of Council and Administration may misinterpret the policies and make
inappropriate development decisions. The MDP needs to have very little room for
interpretation.
6. Section 2.3.3 ‘Where significant redevelopment of an existing neighbourhood or large area of
town is being proposed
“significant” is a vague term, quantifying a percentage to define “significant” seems easy
enough and very reasonable
7. “Disposal of Municipal Reserves 7.2.6 MR lands may be disposed for development purposes
only where there is a clear community-wide benefit that outweighs any negative effect on an
individual neighbourhood“. Neither community benefit or negative effect are defined.
8. In 2015, Councillor McCallum asked a member of the public, how he defined “character”.
9. “livable Canmore” was an exercise on how to densify existing neighbourhoods for affordability,
while retaining character. I don’t recall if character was ever defined during the “Livable
Canmore” exercise.
10. All we needed to define “character” was to look at the current MDP. It is very specific with
examples of how to preserve mountain character:
In “Part 4 Section 1.3 Growth Management Policies—Alpine Character section J):
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Key elements of an appropriate alpine village character will include:
 “Minimum re-grading of natural land forms
 Maintenance of natural and man-made surface features for storm-water conveyance
treatment and ponding where site conditions allow”
 Site design and landscaping that provide a comfortable pedestrian environment and reflects a
concern for integration with the natural landform and vegetation. “
In “Part 4 Section 8.8 Environmental Enhancement Policies –Preservation of Natural Features
section e):
 Whenever possible natural features including natural land form and vegetation SHALL be
preserved to contribute to the natural visual quality, continuity of tree cover, and screening of
development (GMP—adapted)”
12. Why has the draft MDP dropped all these very useful definitions?
13. This MDP has dropped all requirements for SSR’s – We had great pride in the SSR process,
what happened? The voice of BOWDA must have come loud and clear to drop the SSR’s.
History of Canmore
14. The omission of the background/history and where we are at present in Canmore from the
current MDP are indications that change is in the air in Canmore. It is in the Public Record that
History has no relevance for future planning decisions. I disagree, if we don’t look to the past,
we will have a very blurred vison for the future and will repeat past mistakes. Undermining
comes to mind. Why was the history section been dropped?
15. Goals and Objectives
The draft MDP speaks a lot of “vision” and “strategy”, where are the goals and objectives? Have
these not been articulated to disguise that Canmore will be densified and intensified to reach
30,000 residents?
I urge Council to send this draft MDP back to the drawing board. We need less strategy and more
concrete unambiguous policies.
Please, let’s get back to basics. The existing MDP is much more actionable and clear than this
draft. Why can it not be used as the framework to add /delete development policies, Instead of
re-inventing the wheel?
Blanca Cervi Canmore, AB
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For inclusion in the minutes of the Public Hearing of 29 June 2016, Town of Canmore, re: MDP
Dear Ms Hyde,
Please include this letter in the minutes of this evening’s meeting.
I am writing in opposition to the current draft of the Municipal Development Plan (MDP). While I oppose it for myriad
reasons, including:


the negative impact of enforced densification on existing neighborhoods while rich developers are allowed to
avoid including affordable housing (including market entry-level housing) in new areas such as Three Sisters,
Silver Tip, and Stewart Creek (they pay it lip service in the media and in Council meetings, but they are quick to
make trades of various kinds to redirect such homes into other neighborhoods, not theirs;



the carte-blanche of variances that will be given to developers so long as there is some form of “affordable
housing” as part of the deal;



the fact that it has been accepted as “a given” that affordable housing must be on the bus route and within
walking distance of downtown, even though it is obvious from the parking areas in current affordable and social
housing developments are always full of vehicles---i.e., people living in those sites do own vehicles---thus
negating the assumption (pushed of course by developers who want to keep non-McMansions out of their new
areas) that poor or working class people have cars;



the appearance and strong perception that it is BOWDA calling the shots in all aspects of development in
Canmore. It seems that Administration and Council place more concern on appeasing BOWDA than on
supporting current taxpaying citizens in existing neighborhoods when it comes to making decisions re:
development in our town. BOWDA and/or its members say they don’t want affordable housing in the new areas
because it doesn’t fit with the ambiance/clientele/neighborhood, and that is accepted as fact. Neighbors in
other areas (e.g., Larch, Peaks of Grassi, anywhere in town that is being densified) say they don’t want their R1
residential neighborhoods changed—especially while there are acres of land still in Smith Creek to be
developed, where affordable housing could easily be built without crowding out anyone else---and they are
either ignored, called NIMBY, called abusive and told they may not contact Administration….the list goes on. In
writing this, I realize you will not be pleased to hear it, but someone needs to cut to the chase and share with
you what is being said by voting taxpayers in existing neighborhoods. The non-home-owning, non-tax-paying
millennials—with their Facebook/Twitter/Pinterest campaigns---are much better at making noise and promoting
their own private agendas (especially when someone else will be paying for it!). Administration supports this
with repeated on-line-only surveys, which leave out many mostly older Canmorites who are either not online or
not computer-savvy, thus backing into the feedback and results they want. But these millennials are not the
ones who will be on the hook for financing these projects; they are not the ones who built and live in the
existing neighborhoods; and they are not necessarily here for the long term.

I urge you to reconsider the nature of the MDP and its political agenda, recognize that it is in fact a document of social
engineering, and reject it as written.
Yours truly,
C. Cumming
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

dave dalman
Wednesday, June 29, 2016 10:55 AM
Council
Cheryl Hyde
MDP

Dear Mayor and Councillors;
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the newest version of Canmore's Draft MDP. As I stated in my
presentation to Council at the first reading, I am concerned about securing functional wildlife corridors. I appreciate the
considerable effort you are making to finalize an acceptable MDP. Also, thank you again for encouraging continuity of
functional wildlife corridors in the Wind Valley area.
Policy 4.2.11 of this version (6) of the MDP is getting it right. However, there remains unnecessary and unhelpful "wiggle
room" in many other policies. This seems to be based on a persistent reluctance to recognize the real significance of and
importance in securing wildlife movement through Canmore. Where wildlife corridor security is at issue, please use
"shall" or "will" rather than the word "should" throughout the MDP.
In Policy 4.2.13, please state "will be consistent with" or " will apply" the BCEAG Guidelines.
In Policy 4.2.14, please ensure that all adjacent development will be subject to the application of the BCEAG Guidelines
and the recommended area of adjacency of 175m to 250m from a wildlife corridor or habitat patch. This issue is too
important not to provide clear guidance to proponents.
Policy 4.2.15 needs to clearly state the engagement of an independent wildlife biologist and that independence is
required throughout the process of recommending mitigations, including, if necessary, rejecting the proposal.
Policy 4.2.16 needs to clearly state that the development proposals under this policy will be in accordance with policies
applied to all development proposals in Canmore.
Thanks again for your thoughtful consideration my input.
Sincerely,
Dave Dalman

Sent from my iPhone

1
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Changes proposed for 3rd reading of MDP
Map 1: Future Growth
Delete the 130 acres of Wildland Conservation and wildlife corridors east of Site 9
from the “Future Growth” area

Map 4: Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches
Show 1998 Site 7 & 8 wildlife corridors and 2002 Wind Valley study
corridors within the “Area Under Review”
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Let’s keep the horse before the cart:

Plan first, then establish boundaries on complete information

(e.g. provincial decision on corridors, MGB decision on Dead Man’s Flats, Town
review of Smith Creek ASP)
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2002 Wind Valley Wildlife Corridor Study

REGIONAL WILDLIFE CORRIDOR STUDY
Wind Valley/Dead Mans Flats
Part II: Wildlife Corridor Delineation
Prepared for: The Wind Valley Wildlife Corridor Committee
that includes:

Regulatory Agencies
Alberta Sustainable Resource Development
Alberta Community Development
Municipal District of Bighorn

Town of Canmore
Developers

Three Sisters Resorts Inc.
Banff Mountain Gate Resort Association
(formerly Alpine Resort Haven)
BHB Canmore Ltd.
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2002 Wind Valley Wildlife Corridor Study, cont.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The process of delineating wildlife corridors in the Wind Valley is a
multifaceted......
The process of corridor delineation was a subjective exercise that required a
clear understanding of the goals of the study, the limitations of the field data,
other future land uses, and the criteria to be used in the decision making
process. The Natural Resources Conservation Board Decision Report (NRCB
#9103, 1992) on the Three Sisters Resort (TSR) development identified the
requirements of the provincial government and the requirements of TSR

with regards to wildlife corridor requirements on their property. Specifically,
TSR was required to provide for wildlife movement through their property
and that the provincial government was responsible for approving those
corridors.
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SUMMARY
Map 1: Growth Boundary – Delete the 130 acres from the “Future Growth”
area
As drawn, Map 1 presumes the outcome of provincial, Town and MGB decisions on whether
the 130 acres of wildlife corridor and Wildland Conservation zoning should be within the
Town’s Urban/Future Growth boundary.

This decision should await these results rather than anticipate them.
to be a “Future Planning” area on Map 2)

(The 130 acres will continue

Map 4: Wildlife Corridors – Show current provincial wildlife corridor
alignments in “area under review”
As drawn Map 4 leaves out useful, existing information on corridors. By showing the existing
alignments Council and the public will be able to see and evaluate the implications of any changes
to the existing alignments that the province may approve.
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June 29, 2016
Honourable Mayor and Members of Council
Town of Canmore
902 7th Avenue
Canmore, AB T1W 3K1
Re: Proposed MDP for the Town of Canmore
Dear Mayor and Councillors,
Here we are at another pivotal moment in the MDP process. From what I can gather, it looks like our
administration hasn’t necessarily been listening to what the public has been saying or the suggestions
brought forth by your team. Frustrating to say the least as this document is to guide our town/valley over
the next 10-15 years.
Moving forward, it is my hope that the MDP includes the following changes:
1. In section 4.2.14 change the wording so that “Adjaceny” will be consistent with BCEAG guidelines
and not just “refer” to the Guidelines. Make sure that this definition of “adjacency” applies equally
to all new development, consistent with BCEAG 2012 guidelins.
2. We must require an independent, third party environmental impact statement (Policy 4.2.15)
for any new development in or adjacent to any wildlife corridor or habitat patch. We should also
have the option of requiring an independent EIA of any new projects that the Town considers
necessary to the well being of the biodiversity in the area.
3. Phase approvals for future growth areas from west to east as driven by the amount of land
needed at the time. Allow Canmore to grow “organically” rather than by what developers feel they
need for their bottom line. At this point, there is substantial amount of undeveloped lands that are
zoned for commercial, light industrial, residential and mixed use with 3 km radius of the Town.
There is no need at this time to approve areas farther east than the Stewart Creek golf course;
there is enough land with the Resort Centre and Stewart Creek areas to allow the Town with a 2030 year supply of land given the current growth rate.
4. Have the 2016 MDP environmental policies apply to all development equally, consistent with the
1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading – not 2 tiers, where some development is subject to
weaker policies than others.
And is clearly my hope that Administration takes the comments put forth by the general public and Town
Council and incorporates them into the new version of the MDP.
Sincerely,

Lisa Downing
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June 29th, 2016
Town of Canmore
902 - 7th Ave.
Canmore AB T1W 3K1
Attention: Cheryl Hyde
chyde@canmore.ca
Re: Canmore Municipal Development Plan - Version 6 - June 2016
The Downtown Canmore Business Revitalization Zone (BRZ) would like to take this opportunity
to give a written submission regarding the MDP version 6.
In general the BRZ supports the plan as presented especially as the plan refers and supports
the Downtown Centre as an important entity to the continued health of the community, in
particular "Neighbourhood commercial areas should complement the Town Centre to ensure
maintenance of the Town Centre as the primary commercial centre and the cultural heart of
Canmore" as stated in the forward of 10. Commercial and Mixed Use.
9. Economic Development
Though it has been raised in previous feedback to the MDP by other submissions, there is no
recognition of tourism as being a driver of the economy and how the Town can support funding
to maintain it as the driver of the economy. To commit to saying we are an economy driven by
the tourism industry and to commit to mitigation through financial support to maintaining this
driver would show leadership by this Council and administration.
5. Affordable Housing
It is heartening to see the document try to address the market affordable and non-market
affordable housing issues. To create an incentive program for accessory suites will support
some of the issues facing our seasonal workers. Allowing different types of housing to be built to
accommodate our employees who work in mid management positions at an affordable price will
keep our young families in the community, allowing for the mountain entrepreneurial spirit to
continue.
14.3 Transportation
The BRZ supports in general the initiatives as outlined in the MDP regarding traffic and Town
Centre parking. We look forward to continuing to work with the Town of Canmore collaborating
in regard to the initiatives and policies as they are presented. With the proposed commercial
developments under consideration, the Cash-in-lieu Policy for parking in the Town Centre may
be seen as a dis-incentive to potential business opportunities and we would recommend a full
review of the policy as it is now written.
Thank you for the opportunity to express our views in regard to the MDP.
Sincerely
Beth VanderVoort
Executive Director
Downtown Canmore Business Revitalization Zone

PO Box 8906
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rachel Gauk
Wednesday, June 29, 2016 9:42 AM
John Borrowman; Joanna McCallum; Sean Krausert; Vi Sandford; Esme Comfort; Ed
Russell; Rob Seeley; Cheryl Hyde
Re: MDP

To Mayor Borrowman and Canmore Council,
I am writing to express concerns with regards to the shortfalls in protection of the wildlife corridors and habitat
patches in the 2016 MDP, environmental policies of which should be at least the equivalent of the 1998
MDP. The 2016 MDP draft is raising alarm bells for many in the environmental world as well as for the
general public and many have expressed their concerns. Though we clearly heard these concerns in the first
public hearing, they do not seem to have been clearly realized within the current MDP version.
It is positive to see that an EIS would be required for any new development in a wildlife corridor. However, the
definition of adjacency should be consistent with the BCEAG guidelines and applied equally to all new
development, and the wording clear and well defined within Policy 4.2.14. As well, an independent biologist,
selected by the Town of Canmore, to review, would be necessary, as well as a completely independent 3rd party
review, from the developer's proposal. I would ask that the EIA be restored as per the former MDP, as a useful
municipal and provincial tool if required, and that the 2016 environmental policies apply to all development
equally, with no allowances for a double tiered system.
Please, as our elected representatives, we rely on you to uphold the priorities from Mining the Future including
those of environmental stewardship, and
to ensure the protection of these corridors and habitat patches.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rachel Gauk
Canmore

1
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Canmore, Alberta
June 29, 2016
Mayor John Borrowman and Canmore Town Council
Town of Canmore
902 -‐ 7th Avenue
Canmore, AB
T1W 3K1
Mayor Borrowman and Town Councilors
Re: Public Hearing on Municipal Development Plan (MDP) version 6 June 29, 2016
There has been substantial input from the community to Council about the proposed
new MDP. Council has heard citizen presentations and made some honest efforts to
respond to community concerns. However, it remains evident that individuals among
the planning staff in your administration hold their own ideas about what is best for all
of us. They clearly remain reluctant to truly consider input from Canmore taxpayers who
finance this community.
The MDP has not been substantially revised since 1998 and Administration has devoted
considerable resources to this activity over more than a year. Yet, on May 31, 2016,
administration was unable to meet the reasonable expectations of Council for following
its instructions and presenting it with a clear document (MDP version 3) to allow
decisions to be made. As a result, Council had to have a special meeting on June 14,
2016 at which it was presented with MDP versions 4 and 5. Now, for this public hearing,
we are dealing with MDP version 6.
Citizens can surely be excused for finding this MDP approval process a challenge to
follow. However, it is obvious that administration has not been entirely responsive to
the will of Council. Certainly, administration has been largely non-‐responsive to
Canmore’s citizens, particularly, to the majority who do not share a vision of Canmore
becoming a dense urban landscape with development approval showing no respect for
the valid concerns of residents in established neighbourhoods.
Some other specific concerns that remain a problem are as follows:
1. Section 3.5 STEEP CREEKS shows a stubborn resistance to learn from the severely
negative 2013 Canmore experience with flooding. Section 3.5.11a states:
“New development will not be allowed until the hazard and risk assessments have been
accepted by the Town. Upon acceptance of the hazard and risk assessments,
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development will be managed in accordance with the policies and regulations of Steep
Creek Hazard Zones.”
What expertise does Canmore administration currently have in place to determine the
acceptability of the hazard and risk assessments? What opportunity will be provided
to affected parties to review and provide feedback on these hazard and risk
assessments? These should have independent, third party expert reviews similar to
what is contemplated for third party review of EIAs.
The Steep Creek Hazard zones include a definition of “Low – means an area
characterized by slow flowing shallow or deep water with little or no debris in which
there is a high likelihood of water damage to buildings. In areas with higher water
depths, can be potentially dangerous to people in buildings, on foot or in vehicles.”
Under proposed Section 3.5.15 new development approval is mandated as:
“c. Low hazard area -‐ Development shall be allowed. Where a significant development
proposal may increase the level of group risk above ALARP, the Town may require a risk
assessment to be prepared.”
This section mandates that: “Development shall be allowed”.
Surely Canmore Council should not be obliged (“shall” leaves no discretion) to
approve development on lands that have been rated as having: “…a high likelihood of
water damage to buildings. In areas with higher water depths, can be potentially
dangerous to people in buildings, on foot or in vehicles.”
The submission provided to you by the Peaks of Grassi Community Association at the
March 22, 2016 public hearing noted that the current wording deleted the following
from the policy originally presented to the Community in the Steep Creek Hazard
consultation in 2015. The deleted phrase was: “…where adequate emergency access
and egress is achieved.” The only mention of emergency access and egress in the
current version of the MDP is section 3.5.18 that is limited to stating: “shall ensure
adequate access and egress to all affected properties in the event of a debris flood or
flow.” This emergency provision in the current MDP excludes the “c. Low Hazard
Areas” outlined above because they do not include debris flood or flow. Why?
How can Canmore Council accept as a “high level goal” that the new MDP is supposed
to provide that: “Development shall be allowed”. This wording removes ANY
discretion from Council to deny development in a “low hazard” flood zone, regardless
of resulting economic and health risk to residents of such development. Why would
Council accept such a policy? The developers will gamble that damage will not happen
while they are still in business. The ongoing liability that Council will accept for all
taxpayers by approving such a policy is NOT acceptable.
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2. Section 3.7 UNDERMINING – The entirety of this section appears to dismiss any
Canmore responsibility for avoiding development on undermined areas by quoting the
Provincial regulations and stating that this problem is entirely a provincial responsibility.
Does Council actually believe that it could approve developments on undermined land
and transfer all responsibility to the Province? The wording of Section 3.7 appears to
suggest that Council need have no concerns with approving such developments. The
Government of Alberta will likely be very interested to learn that it has inherited this
historical problem that apparently allows Canmore Council to approve new
developments on undermined land. The Provincial Government would surely realize
that allowing Canmore to make such development approvals will create unacceptable
financial liability for the provincial taxpayer!
3. Section 4.2.14 – New Development Adjacent to Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches.

“For the purposes of this section, The Town will refer to the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat
Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012) to determine adjacency, but other relevant criteria
may be considered as well. Not all proposals deemed adjacent will require an EIS – the
requirement for an EIS will be evaluated based on the nature and scope of the proposed
development, including the type of land use and the intensity of the development, as well the
potential for adverse environmental impacts.”
If Canmore Council is committed to restricting development to that which can be compatible
with wildlife, then there is NO justification for watering down the expert guidance from BCEAG
(2012). Ignoring that expert guidance is simply giving in to pressure from developers.
Section 4.2.14 should read: “For the purposes of this section, The Town will adopt the BCEAG
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012) to determine
adjacency…” This wording is essentially what Ms. Woitenko had assured Council on May 31
was the intent of the Administration revision of Council’s motion that adopted specific
setbacks in metres. Use of “refer to” is much too weak!

Likewise, the Administration approach of requiring the third party reviewer of the EIA to work
with the developer and its consultant is NOT a third party review. This proposal is a plan for
persuading the third party reviewer to go along with what the developer is seeking to achieve.
Developers already have more than enough influence on our administration; the new MDP
does not need to enshrine more influence for developers.

4. Section 17.1.2 Public Hearings. This section describes a purpose for public hearings in
one sentence. “A public hearing process will be employed that facilitates and
encourages public participation by reducing opportunities for conflict and creating an
environment that is conducive to participation and sharing of opinions.”
Surely public hearings should have a greater purpose than merely providing
“…participation and sharing of opinions.” Public hearings offer the only vehicle by
which Council and administration can formally receive input from Canmore citizens. In
the absence of meaningful public hearings, Council becomes totally captive to the
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dawn Hunt
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 10:59 PM
John Borrowman; Ed Russell; Vi Sandford; Rob Seeley; Esme Comfort; Sean Krausert;
Joanna McCallum
Cheryl Hyde
MDP Version 6 - Public Hearing Submission
MDP Comments for Public Hearing June 2016.pdf; ATT00001.htm

Dear Mayor Borrowman and Canmore Council,
First let me express my dismay that the public hearing has been scheduled with the minimum notice and at a time of year when
citizens of Canmore are enjoying the long days of the summer solstice to partake in outdoor activities, hosting family and friends, and
are away or preparing to leave on summer vacations. It seems that this public hearing is simply a tick in the legislative box. If only
the goodwill and commitments to allowing meaningful public participation put forward in Mining The Future were being honoured,
the level of dissatisfaction prevalent throughout Canmore would be abated. Unfortunately due to commitments made months ago, my
husband and I are not able to be present at the public hearing. I hope that my voice and his will still be heard.
The scheduling of this public hearing would not be as problematic though if the thoughtful and informed input provided by citizens
last fall and again at the first public hearing had been addressed and incorporated into this document. I hope the voices of those
critiquing the MDP, now in its sixth iteration will finally be listened to and action taken. They have the utmost concern for the well
being of Canmore at heart. Their experience and knowledge should not be ignored or dismissed.
Notwithstanding the limited time available to review the current version I have identified a number of clauses that require further
review. The limited listing of concerns is attached. (Please note it is not an all encompassing list of the myriad issues with this
document; it is a mere sample.)
I would also like to highlight that the document is silent on one of the key aspects of Mining the Future, that is developing a balanced
economy that draws from many sources including a knowledge-based industry. This MDP does not address this industry, nor its land
use needs. In fact this MDP focuses on tourism - which requires a large number of employees but most earning a minimum wage. For
Canmore’s economy to be sustainable there must be an emphasis placed on attracting industry that employs people at higher wages. It
seems like a vicious cycle… the more hotels and tourist based businesses, the more employee and affordable housing is needed. The
tax base cannot continue to underwrite ‘affordable’ housing.
As the Municipal Government Act is being amended, the timing of this staff effort is highly questionable. Given all of the above I
would suggest this MDP revision should be set aside until the new MGA comes into force. There is no need to rush.

Thank you for your time,
Dawn Hunt
Canmore
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Comments Version 6 - Canmore MDP

MDP Section /Clause

Comments

1.5
ROLE OF THE PLAN AND PLAN
ORGANIZATION
The MDP is a statutory plan adopted by bylaw
under the provisions of the Municipal
Government Act and functions as the principal
long-range land use planning document for the
Town. It focuses on represents the “big picture”
concerning the direction and management of
growth and sets overall policy direction for the
community, and all planning documents and
strategies. It is intended to provide direction
and guidance for the Town’s decision
making authorities. Tensions between policies
naturally exist within this MDP. However, it is
intended to provide guidance to municipal
decision makers will need when considering the
specific issues and weigh the merits of a
development proposal.

These two paragraphs are contradictory....
How can the MDP give clear direction when
at the same time it says there are tensions
between policies? The evident perception
is that anything goes.
The document needs to be very black and
white.... With clear and non-ambiguous
language. If the council of the day decides
that for some reason or reasons they feel it
necessary to disregard the clearly stated
policies, so be it. Let them make the
political decision, and accept the political
reward /consequences of their decision.

The result is a comprehensive strategic
document that provides the Town of
Canmore with clear direction and guidelines
on matters of social, economic and
environmental sustainability. The MDP is
designed and intended to be read and used in a
comprehensive manner. Sections and policies
are closely connected to each other, and need
to be read in context and not in isolation from
each other.

Section 2 Introduction
Canmore will continue to grow over the next
20-30 years. In that time, the limits for outward
expansion (“greenfield” development) may have
been reached resulting in an increased
pressure of growth towards existing built up
areas.
Section 2 Introduction
.... and therefore any increase to approved
development must demonstrate a benefit to the
community as a whole.

What is the definition of 'community'. This
word is used throughout the document.
Does it mean all or any of the following
residents, taxpayers, businesses, industry,
developers, visitors?
This seems to suggest that infill and
densification will not occur until sometime
in the future, 20-30 years from now. But this
has not been the experience recently with
Peaks of Grassi and the pressures on the
Larch neighbourhood. So, what is really
meant by these statements?
How is the benefit measured? When do
the costs to a neighbourhood outweigh the
perceived benefits to the 'community as a
whole'?
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Comments Version 6 - Canmore MDP

4.1.4.
Changes in zoning for lands within
Conservation areas that would allow new or
additional development of those lands shall be
discouraged unless exceptional community
benefit can be demonstrated.
4.2
The Town does not currently have a complete
inventory of Environmentally Sensitive Areas,
as such these natural features and functions
will be identified through land use planning and
development proposals.

How is exceptional community benefit
measured? The “shall” in this sentence
gives me no sense of security.

4.2.5.

This clause will promote densification of
existing neighbourhoods and will financially
reward landowners who have purchased
land with Environmentally Sensitive
Areas.

Pursuant to Section 4.2.3, the Town may
develop a Transfer of Development Credit
policy pursuant to the Alberta Land
Stewardship Act. This policy would prohibit
development of an Environmentally Sensitive
Area (sending parcel) and transfer the
development potential to a more appropriate
site (receiving parcel)
4.2.9
Existing development and uses accessory to
the existing development in wildlife corridors
and habitat patches will be allowed to continue,
however, expansion of development footprint or
intensification will be discouraged.
4.2. 13.
Development proposals within or adjacent to a
wildlife corridor or habitat patch shall have
regard for the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and
Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley
(2012) and most recent principles of wildlife
conservation to ensure the values and function
of the corridor or habitat patch are not
compromised.

It is paramount that Canmore completes an
inventory and until completed each
rezoning and development application must
undertake adequate studies to identify
natural features . Lacking this inventory
and/or study, it is highly likely that
irreparable damage will be done to
Environmentally Sensitive Areas.

What does the word 'accessory' mean?
This document should be understandable
to all citizens.

For this clause to have any substance, the
Town will need an independent expert to
assess proposals.
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Comments Version 6 - Canmore MDP

4.2.14.
For the purposes of this section, the Town will
refer to the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and
Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley
(2012) to determine adjacency, but other
relevant criteria may be considered as well. Not
all proposals deemed adjacent will require an
EIS – the requirement for an EIS will be
evaluated based on the nature and scope of the
proposed development, including the type of
land use and the intensity of the development,
as well the potential for adverse environmental
impacts.

This sounds like it could be a good policy to
ensure that development will be properly
considered from an environmental
perspective, but in reality the planner and
developer can downplay the environmental
risk and circumvent the EIS. This clause is
a circular argument… It lets them
determine if there is sufficient
environmental impact without doing an EIS,
which determines the environmental
impact.

4.2.15.
Where the MDP requires the completion of an
EIS, the Town will prepare the Terms of
Reference in accordance with the EIS Policy,
and select an environmental consultant to
prepare the EIS. The Town will contract the
consultant, who will report directly to the Town.
The Town will work with the consultant and
the applicant to find a balance in mitigations
that minimize the identified impact of the
proposal. All costs associated to a required
EIS will be collected from the proponent
through a bond or deposit taken at the time of
an application fee.

The consultant cannot be seen as working
hand in glove with the applicant. The Town
and Consultant should prescribe what is
required. The Town is responsible to
protect the taxpayers. The applicant is
trying to maximize their profits.

4.2.16.

NO! Once again the planner and developer
can downplay the environmental impact
and declare an EIS is not required. This
allows way too much wiggle room for the
development community and staff to avoid
work and necessary study. Are we trying to
be a good environmental steward or just
pretending?

Notwithstanding 4.2.13, development proposals
which have been exempted from the BCEAG
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines
for the Bow Valley (2012), development shall
be in accordance with an accepted EIS or an
area structure plan, as amended from time to
time. The Town may require the preparation of
an EIS in accordance with the Town’s EIS
Policy.
Section 5
Goal 3 “To integrate affordable housing
throughout the town.”

Leave existing neighbourhoods alone. If
previous attempts at affordability failed - ( Z
lots in Peaks Of Grasi for example) then
why try another experiment in the same
neighbourhood? The Town has the means
Bylaw 1-98 and the Settlement Agreement
to force TSMV to provide housing types for
the cross-section of Canmore residents.
Try this first before densifying existing
neighbourhoods.
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Comments Version 6 - Canmore MDP

Section 5 Introduction
The Town influences the provision of nonmarket affordable housing for rent or for
purchase to residents of Canmore through its
involvement with Canmore Community Housing
Corporation (CCHC) and Bow Valley Regional
Housing Authority (BVRHA).The Town
continues to seek for new and expanded
opportunities to provide affordable housing
5.1.3 Alternate or less stringent architectural
design standards for affordable housing will be
allowed where the development remains
complementary to the Town’s standards.

This is a misleading statement. CCHC is a
town owned and controlled entity it is not
‘involved’. The Town does not influence - it
controls!

5.2.3 Additional variances beyond density
bonusing should be considered for
developments that include non-market
affordable housing units, including but not
limited to floor area ratio (FAR), parking,
building height, architectural design and
landscaping.

What does this mean? This policy
statement opens the door to poorer quality
housing being built in existing
neighbourhoods with the potential impact of
adversely affecting the market value of
existing homes - exactly what the Livable
Canmore campaign tried to disprove.

6.1.3 All residential areas should be integrated
with the municipal commuter pathway system
and connected to the trail system. Trails or
pathways on private property that are intended
for public use shall be protected by rights-ofway or easements that grant public access.

What is the commuter pathway system? It
is a term not used anywhere else in the
document. If this had been done - then the
trails in the contested UR in Peaks Of
Grassi would have been protected. But,
what authority does the Town have to
create easements on privately held lanes
for the trails in the UR adjacent to Quarry
Lake Park, to the west of Three Sisters
Drive?

5.3.7 The Town shall encourage or incentivize
homeowners to design and construct single
family detached dwellings in such a manner as
to allow the potential for future suite
development with minimal modification and
expenditures.

Why is this clause in the MDP? What are
the financial implications of this statement?

Section 6 Introduction
The limited land base in Canmore gives rise to
tensions between the need to expand the
supply of housing, the need to protect valuable
natural areas, and the desire to manage the
impact of change on existing neighbourhoods
from redevelopment activities.

Why is there a need to expand the supply
of housing? Only developers are
demanding this. And why do existing
neighbourhoods have to be subjected to
more housing - please leave well enough
alone.

This policy statement opens the door to
poorer quality housing being built in
existing neighbourhoods with the
potential impact of adversely affecting
the market value of existing homesexactly what the Livable Canmore
campaign tried to disprove.
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Section 6 Introduction
In new neighbourhoods, creating a compact
built form and a mix of uses will decrease the
costs of providing and operating infrastructure
for these neighbourhoods, decrease the
reliance on private cars and improve the mix
and affordability of housing opportunities.

Section 18 "The MDP must be monitored and
reviewed regularly to ensure the plan remains
relevant, reflects the goals and aspirations of
the community and effectively guides municipal
decision-making."

18.2.3
In order to support sustainability
initiatives, the Town shall work with the
community and the development industry to
identify creative solutions that enhance the
social, environmental and economic goals of
the community. The Town should explore
mechanisms, including an incentives
program in the Land Use Bylaw, which
promote these community goals, including
the provision of affordable housing."

This may be desirable from a planners
point of view… but not realistic. People
need cars to get to and from Canmore.
Adequate off-street parking is required in
neighbourhoods regardless of the desire to
modify peoples’ behaviour. This is social
engineering and when this attempt fails we
will have congested streets verging on
impassable, similar to the middle block of
Lawrence Grassi Ridge.
If this statement is truly meant by this
council and this administration then there
must be a halt put to this process and a
major reworking of this document and with
true collaboration and input from the
residents of this town needs to happen.
Giving two weeks notice for a public
hearing on the cusp of summer holidays
does not demonstrate good faith on the
part of Council and Admin to truly want
engagement from the population at large.
This is a very alarming and open ended
statement. What sorts of incentives will the
development industry receive? If we were
to, wait until the new MGA comes into
force, then there may not be a need to
incentivize the development industry.

18.2.4
Initiatives for social, environmental
and economic innovation are
encouraged to be explored and
implemented in development
proposals. Based on available
resources the Town should seek to
reward innovation.
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18.2.6

Once again with the recent
Peaks of Grassi decision we saw
entire sections of the current
MDP ignored by Admin. This
clause leaves way too much to
the discretion of staff.

In addition to the requirements of the MGA, an
area structure plan may be required to consider
the following:
a. Recommendations and mitigations outlined
in an EIS or other supporting studies,
b. A visual impact assessment,
c. A social impact assessment,
d. Site suitability, hazards and constraints,
including but not limited to wildfire, steep creeks
and other geohazards,
e. The provision and location of reserve lands,
f. Fiscal impact of the proposed development
on municipal finances,
g. The provision of commercial lands that
support economic development goals and
community needs, and
h. Affordable housing.
18.2.7.

Is this not putting the cart before
the horse? Shouldn't land use
decisions be based on land use
and not development options?
And even if a 'conceptual
scheme' is put forward the
landowner is not obligated to
follow through.

The Town may require the preparation and
approval by Council of a detailed
conceptual scheme concurrent with the
consideration of an application for land
use amendment or subdivision.
18.2.10
A social impact assessment should address:

When is a social impact assessment
required? Who will prepare assessment?
Who will mandate one be done?

a. Temporary and permanent employment,
b. Government revenues and costs,
c. Identification and description of
unquantifiable costs and benefits,
d. Social, educational, and health care service
requirements,
e. Proposed mitigation measures, and
f. Public participation in the assessment
process.
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18.3 RECOMMENDED STUDIES, REPORTS
AND GUIDELINES
Preparation of the following studies, reports and
guidelines will assist with the implementation of
this plan and are recommended to be
undertaken subject to Council priorities and
budget decisions….

18.4.1
Where available, the following mechanisms will
be used to monitor the policies within this plan:
a. Canmore Community Monitoring Report,
b. Customer Satisfaction Surveys,
c. Environmental, Social and Economic Impact
Statements, and
d. Annual State of the Town Report.

Section 20.1 Defintions
Micro Home – means an affordable housing
form where the floor area of the dwelling is
substantially reduced.

All the studies, reports and guidelines listed
in this section are either proposed (the
majority) or require updating (a minority).
The MDP is supposedly a document that
we will provide the direction for
development for the next twenty years. It
does not make sense to have all these
future studies, reports and guidelines
identified in the MDP. What happens if the
resources are never allocated to these
initiatives?
Suggest that Section 5.3 Monitoring and
reporting of the 2009 Calgary MDP be
consulted for measuring tools. What is
being suggested is inadequate.
Interesting that the current mayor delivers
The 'Annual State of the Town Report ' at a
BOWDA function, an organization that self
identifies as an 'advocacy group focused on
the needs of the building & development
industry '. Conversely in neighbouring
Banff, the mayor delivers this speech in an
open public forum at their recreation
complex.
This is a political instrument and not a
‘measuring’ mechanism.
Micro homes as a form of affordable
housing were attempted at Raven Rock.
According to the sales rep no one from
Canmore was interested in buying these
small so-called 'affordable' homes. This
cannot guarantee affordability.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keith Hunt
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 9:51 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council; John Borrowman; Sean Krausert; Joanna McCallum; Ed Russell;
Rob Seeley; Vi Sandford; Esme Comfort
MDP Process

Dear Mayor Borrowman and Canmore Council,
As you are no doubt intensely aware, the MDP document at hand is of fundamental importance to the
future of our community and its residents. In fact, of such importance, that there can be no amount of
scrutiny, criticism, or recommendation that would be excessive. This is where Canmore has a
considerable strength, and I would wager a distinct advantage over other towns: we enjoy a significant
brain trust in our population. Our residents come from various backgrounds, and many have decades of
experience across an enviable spectrum of professional experience. There are professionals eminently
qualified to provide comment on infrastructure, the environment, finance, demographics, underground
mining, and many other fields. It is incomprehensible to me that this amazing resource would not be
tapped for the knowledge and benefit of experience that is being freely offered for the betterment of our
community. But astonishingly, this seems to be the case. Scores of valuable comments from the public
have been overlooked by the authors of the document, through successive versions. Some of the
comments, particularly with respect to undermining, would be ignored at intolerable peril, with the
safety and financial implications being the legacy that we will all have to live with.
It is not my intention to besmirch the Planning Department. I am sure that they believe that they are
exercising their responsibilities, but the fact is, this Administration simply does not have the experience to
plan the future of an extremely unique mountain community - at least not without help. I'm sure there is
no course in the Urban Planning curriculum that addresses all the unique exigencies that we face, and
again, with no suggestion of fault or blame, the required level of experience to unilaterally produce such a
plan is just not there.
All I respectfully ask is that you pay careful attention to the various inputs from our amazing Canmore
citizens. To not do so would be shear folly and I have no doubt that history would unfortunately prove
me right.
The other aspect of this process that I find incredulous is that we are pressing full steam ahead with this
process while the MGA is in transition, with many uncertainties. It would again be folly to fully ratify an
MDP that we subsequently find to be in conflict with the final MGA. It just does not make sense. We are
not only citizens of Canmore, we are Albertans and the two must be reconciled.
This document is just too important to not create with robust scrutiny and input, and in lockstep with
Provincial doctrine. The planners may mean well but the best intentions will be little solace when all the
uniqueness of our Rocky Mountain paradise that we cherish has been academically "planned" away.
Thank you for your time.
Keith Hunt
Canmore
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John and Anita Jenkins

Canmore, Alberta

June 25, 2016
Dear Mayor Borrowman and Councillors:
th

Re: VERSION 6 OF THE MDP (from the June 15 meeting)
We believe that you have an excellent Policy 4.2.11, which requires an EIS for any new development in a wildlife
corridor, and do appreciate Council’s strong stand in opposing development in the Dead Mans’ Flats Corridor in the
MD of Bighorn.
We prefer that in the section ‘New Development Within and Adjacent to Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches’,
the definition of ‘adjacency’ in Policy 4.2.14 clearly states that ‘adjacency’ WILL BE CONSISTENT WITH BCEAG
Guidelines, (not just “will refer to” BCEAG,) with the EIS continuing, as stated Policy 4.2.14, to evaluate land uses
directly adjacent to wildlife corridors and habitat patches with particular attention to “the type of land use and the
intensity of the development, as well as the potential for adverse environmental impacts.”
We prefer this definition of ‘adjacency’ WILL APPLY EQUALLY TO ALL NEW DEVELOPMENT, consistent with 2012
BCEAG , WHERE: “New land use activities that are considered acceptable adjacent to wildlife corridors and habitat
patches include those that are less intrusive.” (Policy 7.2., 2012 BCEAG, page 20).
We prefer a fully independent review by the wildlife biologist chosen by the Town of Canmore of the developer’s
proposal – not a collaborative review.
We prefer the option of an EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) be restored to the 2016, consistent with both
the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP.
We prefer that the 2016 MDP environmental policies apply to all development equally, consistent with the 1998
nd
MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2 reading.
Thank you for allowing us to submit these areas of concerns for consideration.
Sincerely,
John Jenkins

Anita Jenkins

John and Anita Jenkins
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Clarify that the 2016 MDP Environmental Stewardship provisions apply equally to all
development.

We also appreciate and value that local expert Gerry Stephenson will be addressing Council on the
subject of Undermining and expect you to and apply his advice in finalizing the provisions of the MDP
that relate to Undermining.
We appreciate the opportunity for all voices to be heard as we work together to ensure Canmore
continues to be a great place to call home – for both humans and wildlife, now and in the future.
Sincerely,
Denise & Kyle Kitagawa
Canmore, AB
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pierre Lambert
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 4:55 PM
John Borrowman; Joanna McCallum; Ed Russell; Rob Seeley; Sean Krausert; Esme
Comfort; Vi Sandford
Cheryl Hyde
MDP Public Hearing June 29 2016 -- Do no t Support Version 6 of MDP

MDP – has too many issues that need to be addressed and changed before it is approved for third reading
The existing MDP is a far more effective bylaw to foresee responsible and sensible development than version 6 of the
draft MDP. I encourage Council to direct the Administration to go back to the drawing board.
It is of great concern to me that the Administration has ignored input from ordinary, well-meaning, sensible residents like
me. But, I imagine, the Planning Department must believe they are experts and know better. However it is not acceptable
to me that input that has been given to the Town by experts has also been ignored. We are very fortunate to have residents
who are very knowledgeable of our planning and development history and heritage as it relates to the environment and to
undermining lands, who are very engaged and want to contribute in a meaningful way to the future of Canmore. Why has
their input been ignored?
I guess we are all in good company, as the Administration also did not follow the direction of Council and your
motions/directions were also not incorporated. This disrespect for constituents and Council must not be taken lightly. The
RMO reported on Mr. Fark’s “mea culpa”. Administration needs to be reminded that not following Council’s direction is
cause for dismissal. How do Administration’s actions align with the Canmore values of “respect”, “trust” and “integrity”?
I also question what “team” they are playing in? Administration is certainly not in the team of those who pay their salaries
(i.e. Canmore residents). “Teamwork” means collaboration to achieve a goal. Hopefully the goal is Canmore residents’
well-being. The Administration has also fallen short of this Canmore value.
Why will Council accept a draft MDP that is so inferior to the present MDP, which took over 2 years to craft and has
served us well for 18 years? It was revised/updated in 2011 and it provides much clearer policies than the draft MDP with
its vague motherhood statements with “mays”, “shoulds”, “significants” etc. The draft MDP also disregards expert advice
on the environment and undermining. Why not start with the existing MDP and make changes, instead of starting from
scratch and missing some very valid policies?
All the policies about affordable housing in the draft MDP have not been quantified and will create a lot of uncertainty in
our Town, for residents and prospective residents. These policies in the MDP are premature, as the MGA has not been
enacted and some of the proposals in it most likely will require changes to the MDP.
I respectfully ask Council to direct Administration to restart the MDP process with meaningful (not “open houses”)
consultation with at least the experts who have so consciously taken the time to provide input to this MDP. I suggest less
colourful pictures, less ambiguity and more concrete quantifiable substance in the MDP.
Sincerely,
Pierre Lambert
Canmore, AB
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be executed in the next MDP draft. Therefore, I request that the following points specifically be included as
part of a new section 4.2.7(a) to follow section 4.2.7;


The south Canmore Habitat patch does not meet current minimum criteria established by BCEAG.



The original designation of the south Canmore Habitat patch did not take into account ownership,
existing zoning or any meaningful opportunity for private landowners to respond to the proposed
habitat patch/ Conservation designation.



The existing and future increase in human use levels in and around the current habitat patch will
not be mitigated without a comprehensive review of the role and value of the habitat patch relative
to future urban use potential.



It is necessary to examine the potential to redesign the Tipple wildlife corridor to include south end
of the South Canmore habitat patch and implement wildlife/human management measures to
finally ensure a separation of humans and wildlife in the corridor.

I fully understand that this issue has been a political hot potato for decades. However, this Council has
demonstrated that it does not shy away from difficult issues that are in the public interest - and for that you
should be commended. All I ask is a full, transparent and inclusive discussion regarding the usefulness of the
south Canmore habitat patch relative to all the other future demands that will be placed on future councils to
meet the needs of the community for the long-term future.
Thank you for your consideration,

Jack Langdon
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On June 15, 2010, council approved an MDP bylaw amendment #18-2010 that enlarged the urban
growth boundary for “Future Urban Growth – Predominantly Residential”) to include portions of Mr.
Duncan Brown’s parcel as well as Crown land under lease to ‘Canmore Ranche Stables’. The draft
MDP now proposes to extend that urban growth boundary further, to south of the WWTP access road
(see proposed MDP Maps 1 and 2). Personally, I don’t have a problem with that. The Town lacks a
centrally located land base in this portion of south Canmore.



Finally, the proposed MDP Map 1 identifies the east 130 acres of the Smith Creek ASP area as being
within the urban growth boundary even though that land is already zoned Wildland Conservation (WC)
and is part of a key wildlife corridor identified in a regional wildlife corridor study signed off by 3 Sisters
Resorts, the Province, the Town of Canmore and the MD of Bighorn in 2002.

The point of all these examples is this: in the past, the Town has re-negotiated wildlife corridors and expanded
urban growth boundaries into habitat patch boundaries, especially where a significant public benefit is involved
- in this case, a significant parcel of land at no cost to the Town, within walking distance of downtown and
located at the edge of an undersized, dysfunctional local habitat patch.


Please note; the 2012 version of the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow
Valley excludes that portion of my property from the local habitat patch located on the north side of
Spring Creek. In the interests of policy consistency, that portion of my land that is excluded from the
habitat patch really should be shown to be within the MDP urban growth boundary in proposed MDP
maps 1, 2 and 4.

After all my dealings with wildlife biologists over the years, I’ve come to believe that wildlife science is not
exact, nor is it value-free. Elk herds will not be stopped by a line on a map. They freely roam throughout
Canmore and will continue to stay close to human populations as protection from predators. In a past land use
application, I commissioned a biologist to collate and analyze tracking data from radio-collared elk showing
ungulate movements throughout the Bow valley. Results showed that elk do not cluster on my property
anymore than other places such as public parks, highway interchanges and likely your front yard. According to
the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines, the 9.3 hectare parcel in question represents about seven tenths of one percent
(0.07%) of the 12,269 hectares identified overall as “habitat patch”.
As part of the bigger picture, a revision of the south Canmore local habitat patch should also be considered by
Council to redesignate the southern end of this habitat patch to become part of an expanded Tipple wildlife
corridor. This re-designation could be implemented through intensive wildlife/human management measures
to discourage human/ wildlife interaction such as aversive conditioning and yes, fencing. The objective would
be to widen this corridor, discourage human/wildlife encounters, encourage wildlife movement and reduce
habituation.
In this regard, the questions Council should ask is;






Does conversion of this parcel endanger the survival or long term health of the regional elk population?
Will the effectiveness of the Tipple wildlife corridor benefit from a redesign of the south portion of the
South Canmore local habitat patch coupled with more intensive human/ wildlife separation
management?
With increasing population and development (including >1000 units at Spring Creek Mountain Village)
is it feasible to eliminate the use of non-designated recreational trails in the area?
Does Town ownership of a 20 acre parcel in this location offer a substantial, long-term community
benefit?

Council has recently made difficult decisions regarding provision of perpetually affordable housing. No other
parcel of such size is within walking distance of downtown and capable of achieving the MDP’s stated
objectives of a compact, walkable, sustainable community. South Canmore residents believe conversion of
2
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this land in any form would create a lot of traffic and unduly impact their lifestyle - and that is understandable.
Therefore, I believe it is important to try and keep large changes in traffic patterns away from south Canmore
residences and work with the CPR and adjacent landowners to the north and east for connectivity of this and
adjacent lands. In fact, land title agreements exist between adjacent parcels to facilitate access to the east.
No doubt, there are other considerations at play. A more comprehensive planning report was delivered to the
Town planning Department on October 30, 2015 as part of the extended public consultation process for the
MDP. This report provides a more detailed assessment of opportunities and constraints associated with
converting this parcel (and adjacent Crown land) to urban and/or municipal uses. I should mention that Mr.
Frank Liszczak of Matrix Planning edited this letter and wrote that report without compensation, solicitation or
guidance from me in his belief that this offer provides a practical resolution to a long standing issue. Please
take the time to review the report.
Past land use applications on this parcel produced several environmental impact statements, engineering
reports and land-use concepts that support suitability for urban use. However, after numerous land-use
rezoning applications on this land, you can understand my reluctance to yet again apply for further applications
for any land-use amendment. Rather, if Town Council was prepared to discuss the final disposition of the land,
I would then be in a clearer position whether to move forward one more time. If Council is not interested, I
would appreciate a written understanding of why, simply as a courtesy.
I am enough of a realist to think that Town Council will not change this urban growth boundary without more
information and thought and I welcome an objective, comprehensive discussion. If the Town Council sees
there is value in investigating this matter further, I am quite prepared to work with the Town to arrive at an
agreeable long-term resolution.

Sincerely,

Jack Langdon
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diane McIvor
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 5:24 PM
Council; Cheryl Hyde
Canmore Municipal Development Plan

Dear Mayor Borrowman and members of Canmore Town Council,
As fellow residents of our wonderful Bow Valley, although not constituents of yours, we are writing to urge you to work
very carefully to ensure the new Municipal Development Plan (MDP) will declare clearly and emphatically the steps
required to be followed prior to any possibility of further development in an already crowded landscape.
(As a quick aside, years ago we fought against inappropriate development proposals for land in Dead Man’s Flats that
threatened the integrity of wildlife habitat and movement corridors so we have been delighted with the determination
you have shown in pushing back against efforts of the MD of Bighorn to proceed in a way that will seriously compromise
a crucial corridor and access to habitat.)
As people who have been involved in a large number and great variety of land use issues in the Bow Valley over a period
of several decades we a deeply concerned by the persistent mis‐direction provided by your planning department. Every
indication we received from talking with people in Canmore was that Council was most interested in maintaining strict
standards of environmental protection. The more we have learned about the current draft MDP suggests that the
planning department does not share your concerns. And yet it is the role and responsibility of town planners to reflect
public values as expressed through Town Council rather than the ambitions of developers looking for a short‐cut to
approval. We trust you will insist that your planners follow your direction rather than the other way around.
In the past, we have been impressed with the protections contained in the 1998 MDP as well as those that were in the
2009 Community Sustainability Plan. At a time when it is becoming ever more apparent the extent to which
opportunities have been shrinking for non‐human residents of our valley to co‐exist with us, we find it shocking to read
the proposals in this draft that appear watered down from the past. Strength must be restored to the document with
respect to consistent requirements for environmental assessment and independent review. Clear definitions of such
terms as “adjacency” along with stated standards are essential while, more broadly, the need for adherence to the Bow
Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group Guidelines must be retained.
We are well aware these are difficult, complicated issues and wish you all the best as you work your way through them.
And we offer a respectful reminder that these matters are not only about today, they are very much about tomorrow
and the future we want for this valley.
Yours sincerely,
Mike and Diane McIvor
Banff, Alberta
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Owczarek
Wednesday, June 29, 2016 10:12 AM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
Concerns - Draft Municipal Development Plan

I am writing this as a part time resident and very frequent user of all that Canmore has to offer. I would like to
express my concerns about the potential changes to the municipal development plan.
I will be echoing a lot that has been stated already as my views are parallel to those who have voiced concerns
before me. I want to join in on this opinion and add support to those who are strongly concerned about the
change to development within and adjacent to our Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches. I agree that this MUST follow the 2012 Bow
Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group guidelines not just refer to them. Anything less than 100% compliant is unacceptable.
It is imperative that the Environmental Impact Study evaluate land uses directly adjacent to wildlife corridors and habitat patches. There
must be particular attention paid to the type of land use, the intensity of the development, as well as the potential for adverse environmental
impacts.
It is important the option of an EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) be applied to the 2016 development complete with cumulative
effects of the overall development, using both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and the concept of adjacency. Yes, this option has only been
used twice in the last 18 years and but it IS a municipal tool as well as a Provincial one - use it!
The 2016 MDP environmental policies need to apply to all developments equally, consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd
reading – we should not accept 2 tiers, where some development is subject to weaker policies than others.
Gerry Stephenson is an expert and a made in Canmore expert. It only makes sense for our Admin and Council to listen closely to him and to
incorporate the recommendations that he provides on Undermining due to previous activities. Anything that does not include his detailed
suggested revisions is absolutely revolting and dangerous.
I trust you will do everything you can to protect our wildlife and the vital corridor for future generations.
Robert Owczarek.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jim Pissot
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 10:38 AM
Ed Russell; Esme Comfort; Joanna McCallum; Rob Seeley; Sean Krausert; Vi Sandford;
John Borrowman
Cheryl Hyde
SUBMISSION regarding Canmore MDP

26 June 2016
Mayor Borrowman and Members of Canmore Town Council
Town of Canmore
902 7th Avenue
Canmore, AB T1W 3K1
Re: Municipal Development Plan
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the development of Canmore’s Municipal
Development Plan (MDP). Please include this submission in the official record. And, of course, we
join all Canmore residents in looking forward to seeing how Council and Administration will
respond to our public input.
First, please know how much we appreciate the full spectrum and huge amount of consideration
and effort you all put into your roles in Town governance. As I mentioned to Mayor Borrowman
some time ago, most of us appear before Council to champion a few select issues. For example, we
might address one or two sections of the MDP. But each of you must deal with all 18 sections …
and so much more. As this reality has sunk in, we have become more and more impressed and
appreciative with all that you do on behalf of our Town. So, thank you very much.
The same applies to Council’s strong stand regarding the corridor at Dead Man’s Flats. We very
much appreciate Council’s legal challenge against the Municipal District of Bighorn, and we wish
you the very best before the courts. Wildlife conservation in the Bow Valley requires that all entities
do their part.
The evolution of Canmore’s planning and governance documents—and the major community
changes and development projects thereby governed—presents quite a history and reveals much
about our community character. We take pride in our unique history and location, in our efforts to
coexist with the rest of nature, and in our attempts to reconcile development/economic aspirations
with our collective sense of sustainability and what it means to live in Canmore.
The MDP under consideration now is perhaps the most critical in our post-mining history. These
are pivotal times. We wrestle with affordable housing, economic viability, community character and
sustainability, the standards and processes of governance, and whether our Town will pass its
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wildlife legacy to future generations. Your responses to our input, and your deliberation and actions
will provide the foundational answers to these questions.
We will pass. This day will pass. But the impacts of this MDP will not.
We mention this now because we are disturbed by comments Jim has received directly from
members of Council and Administration regarding the MDP. Essentially, the message goes
something like this:

Unfinished developments, uncertainty, and flapping wrap at Three
Sisters are a blight on our community. The sometimes acrimonious
relationship between TSMV and the Town is unfortunate and needs to
be healed. Council wants a new and collaborative working relationship
with TSMV’s owners and representatives. And we intend to do what
we can to move TSMV forward this time. (Not intended to be direct
quotes; but almost exactly what Jim has been told.)

While much of this sentiment and intention is appropriate and even
laudable, we fear it is based on a completely false premise, and that
assumed premise is and will be dangerous for our community as the new
MDP is being considered.
The responsibility for any failure of TSMV developments to move forward (and
there certainly have been several) lie squarely on the shoulders of TSMV
leadership (or on the rare and occasional bad luck of third parties). The Town’s
MDP, bylaws and procedures have not slowed, bankrupted, misled or negatively
shaped TSMV in any way on its convoluted path over the past decades. We have
done no more—and no less—than any other community would do. Bylaws and
expectations were in place before TSMV launched; it was their responsibility to
follow them.
We understand how the latest debacle weighs heavily on Council (and TSMV)
minds. But, as in other instances, that “crisis” was purely and totally the
fault of the PriceWaterhouseCooper/Golder receiver team. And nothing
short of a complete blind eye to the ASP presented—or complete abandoning of
principles in the Town’s MDP—could have saved the TSMV receiver from
throwing themselves over the cliff.
This is why it is critically important to avoid weakening the MDP in the
hopes that it might inappropriately smooth the path for Three Sisters or
other developments.
PWC/Golder deliberately ignored well-documented wildlife corridor needs and
turned their backs on the dangers of growing sink-holes, Town legal liability, and
the well-known hazards of Canmore’s undermined lands. They chose to propose
2
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an ASP that was as shocking as it was surprising. They proposed fencing the
development and condemning wildlife to steep wooded slopes above TSMV
lands, defying wildlife experts and conventional wisdom. They proposed extensive
development on known and dangerous undermined lands, putting future
homeowners and Canmore’s fiscal health at risk. And they did it with their eyes
open.
Telling PWC/Golder to go back to the drawing board was one of the
wisest, most courageous, and most thoughtful actions I have witnessed in
Council chambers. Council deserves huge credit, certainly not any “blame,”
for standing up for our Town. Thank you, once again!
The PWC/Golder ASP could have passed only if Council had been willing to
abandon Canmore’s commitments to effective wildlife corridors, to meaningful
third-party EIS review, to protection of lands adjacent to corridor borders, to
public safety and fiduciary responsibility over undermined areas, and—quite
frankly—only if Council had abandoned its commitment to good governance and
common sense.
We bring this up at this time because we are alarmed that the current
leadership of Three Sisters seems to be reviving the very proposals that
Canmore and Council found so repugnant only three years ago. And likely
they hope that a weakened MDP will not stand in their way. On June 14,
Chris Ollenberger obfuscated the location and width of the wildlife corridor with
respect to width and location beneath steep slopes, made it clear to Council that
the Smith Creek ASP would exclude wildlife with a fence around the entire
property, and suggested Council should be comfortable with building above the
voids of undermined lands because we drive on bridges above voids all the time.
The gauntlet has been thrown. Clearly and unambiguously. How will Council
respond?
No doubt, TSMV would prefer our Municipal Development Plan open wide
doors to allow discredited proposals to be passed at last. Without requirements,
restrictions and obligations in Canmore’s MDP, Three Sister’s APS would sail get
a green light for proposals that have been blocked—appropriately and
thankfully—in the past.
So we beg you, please, retain Canmore’s commitment to effective corridors,
habitat patches and adjacent buffers based on the best available science,
retain our common-sense avoidance of dangerous undermining, and retain
our ability to invite independent review of critical environmental reviews.
So, specifically, we ask:
3
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To Mayor Borrowman and Council
Please accept this letter as my submission regarding the Municipal Development Plan
hearing on June 29th.
I am very concerned with the present relaxation of environmental protection policies in this
valley, particularly as they apply to wildlife corridors and habitat patches, and want to see
protection applied as per the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP which provided protection equally
to all development rather than the current plan in which some areas have weaker protection
than others. These earlier documents were not only stronger and more consistent with regard
to protection, they gave you as Canmore's elected council the ability to ask for Environmental
Impact Assessments to be done on development projects, yet this important tool is not being
utilized and should be. Please make EIA’s a requirement before ANY development can be
considered in this valley, rather than just in wildlife corridors (where there should be no
development anyway). Equally, the MDP must contain wording that ensures the consultants
hired to do this and similar work MUST BE INDEPENDENT and not collaborate with the
developer or town planners. Unless there is a requirement for EIA’s to be done in an entirely
objective manner and at arms length from both the town and the developer, this critical tool
will fail it’s purpose. In addition, a full review of development proposals needs to be conducted
by an independent consultant team (wildlife biologist, botanist, etc).
In the draft MDP under EIS policy, Section 4e has somehow missed being incorporated. This
section regarding whether the proposal should proceed as planned, or how the proposal
could be modified to reduce or avoid impact need to be reinstated. It is of concern that your
own planning team has indicated to you that there should be no change in policy direction
despite council receiving 26 pages of recommendations for the Environmental Stewardship
Section, as part of the Planning’s ‘public consultation process and that none of the
recommendations from the 65 submissions from the March 22 public hearing were
incorporated by your planning team.
Further the amendments made by YOU, the council were not brought forward, where these
amendments included stewardship polices consistent with those proposed by the public, for
example that a required EIS be "consistent with" 2012 BCEAG Guidelines with a measurable
distance of ‘adjacency’ in number of metres. Also missing is that land uses within the area
directly adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch must be evaluated to insure that they
are minimally intrusive with no negative impact on wildlife, their corridors and habitat patches.
This needs clarification that the evaluation will be consistent with BCEAG and that it will
be applied to all new development.
I would like to congratulate you on your stand opposing development within the Deadman’s
Flats wildlife corridor. Please incorporate this same dedication to the protection of the wildlife
corridors in and around Canmore and enshrine it in the MDP.
Thank you,
Rosemary Power

Canmore
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June 29, 2016
Mayor Borrowman, Council & Administration
Town of Canmore
902 7th Avenue
Canmore, AB
T1W 3K1
RE:

Town of Canmore Municipal Development Plan,

On behalf of Thunderstone Quarries Canmore Ltd. (TQC), QuantumPlace
Developments Ltd. (QPD), would like to thank the Town of Canmore for the effort that
has been invested in developing a MDP for Canmore. However, we would like to
provide the following comments which outline an item of concern we have identified in
the MDP with respect to the interests of TQC and potentially other land developments
within the town of Canmore.
Restrictive Approach to Natural Resource Extraction
Section 12.1.9 discourages establishing new or expanding existing natural resource
extraction operations. TQC is concerned that this will limit the expansion of the existing
quarry and licenses under its ownership.
This policy would also limit gravel extraction or creek cleanups, which could lead to
trucking gravel into Town, which is neither sustainable nor desirable. Further, this
language could be interpreted as discouraging logging within developments. Resource
extraction is a Provincial land use priority and the Town must allow resource extraction
to occur prior to development. Accordingly TQC views this policy as unreasonable in its
restrictiveness.
We would be pleased to meet with you to discuss any of these items in further detail.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the current draft of the MDP and for
considering the comments outlined in this letter.
Respectfully,

Jessica Karpat,
Principal - Planning
QuantumPlace Developments on behalf of Thunderstone Quarries Canmore Ltd.
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June 29, 2016

Mayor Borrowman, Council & Administration
Town of Canmore
902 7th Avenue
Canmore, AB
T1W 3K1
RE:

Town of Canmore Municipal Development Plan,

On behalf of Three Sisters Mountain Village Properties Ltd. (TSMV), we would like to
thank the Town of Canmore for its consideration of our previous comments and
reiterate our appreciation of several improvements to the content and organization of
Version 6 of the Municipal Development Plan (MDP).
We recognize that a lot of effort has been invested in developing a MDP for Canmore.
However, after reviewing the latest update to the MDP, on behalf of TSMV, we would
like to provide the following comments which outline items of concern that remain for
TSMV, the largest holder of undeveloped land within the Town of Canmore.
1. Vision does not reflect tourism as a key economic driver nor the Resort
Centers as major component of Canmore’s future.
TSMV acknowledges and appreciates the addition of language to the introduction of
Section 9, Economic Development, which recognizes the importance of recreation and
destination tourism industries as economic drivers for the town. This stated,
recognition of the two approved resort centres (TSMV and SilverTip), is still absent
from the MDP Vision in Section 1.2. TSMV believes that this statement should reflect
the existence of these approved projects and the important role they play with respect
to recreation and destination tourism as drivers of Canmore’s economy. TSMV is in
alignment with the Bow Valley Builders and Developers Association (BOWDA) on
suggesting that the Vision include the following wording:
“A community that builds off its economic strengths as an attractive tourist destination,
including two resort centres, a vibrant downtown, and through diversification creates a
resilient economy.”
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2. Growth Phasing
With respect to Section 2.3.8 Land Use Changes and Timing of Growth, TSMV is in
alignment with BOWDA’s perspective that requiring contiguous growth may limit the
ability of the Town and community to respond to current and changing circumstances.
We note that non-contiguous growth has already occurred, so it seems that the
requirement is no longer practical. TSMV therefore supports BOWDA in their
recommendation that Section 2.3.8 be reworded as:
“Land Use Bylaw changes to accommodate contiguous, where appropriate, new growth
may be approved where the supply of land available for development is demonstrated
as necessary within the next five to seven years. This provides the Town and the
community with opportunities to respond to current and changing circumstances, but
restricts rezoning of lands identified for longer term development.”

3. TSMV Exemption from BCEAG Guidelines within the document
TSMV would like to thank the Town for including a specific statement that TSMV
developments within Canmore are exempted from the BCEAG guidelines as they relate
to section 4.2.13. Section 4.2.16 now states:
“Notwithstanding 4.2.13, development proposals which have been exempted
from the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow
Valley (2012), development shall be in accordance with an accepted EIS or an
area structure plan, as amended from time to time.”
However, we feel that the wording should also extend to include reference to Section
4.2.14 for absolutely clarity. We suggest the following amendment to the wording in
4.2.16:
“Notwithstanding 4.2.13 and 4.2.14, development proposals within or adjacent to a
wildlife corridor or habitat patch which have been exempted from the BCEAG Wildlife
Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012), development shall be
in accordance with an accepted EIS or an area structure plan, as amended from time to
time. The Town may require the preparation of an EIS in accordance with the Town’s
EIS Policy.”
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4. Steep Slopes Policy and Issues with Guidelines for Subdivision and
Development in Mountainous Terrain
Regarding Section 3.1 Steep Slopes, developments on or adjacent to these are
expected to align with the Town’s Guidelines for Subdivision and Development in
Mountainous Terrain, TSMV would like to reiterate our position that these guidelines are
being much too restrictive of development on lands in which proven technical
approaches would allow it. This unnecessarily adds to the cost of housing and
exasperates affordaibity issues. TSMV supports the proposal being made by BOWDA
that these guidelines be reviewed with the development industry to ensure that
unnecessary impediments to development within the guidelines be identified and dealt
with.
Further, TSMV feels that certain subsections of 13.1.1 Site Building and Design further
compound the difficulty of working within the parameters if the Town’s Guidelines for
Subdivision and Development in Mountainous Terrain. For instance, Section 13.1.1
which in bullet d states that a key element of mountain architectural site design includes
“slope-adaptive building designs”. For instance if this entails step footings for every
building it could become very costly to the end homeowner to implement these features.
Also we feel that the wording in section 13.1.3 bullets c and d which states that a key
element of mountain architectural character and site design includes “working with
natural site grades and landscape features and landscaping with natural and
indigenous vegetation”, needs to be modified to be less restrictive.
TSMV knows from direct experience that natural grades and vegetation can rarely be
fully maintained and the result of this policy objective would result in the sterilization of
considerable amounts of land that will, among other things, leading to higher housing
costs which is already a major concern for the Town.
5. Steep Creeks and Unrealistic Risk Tolerance
Regarding Section 3.5 Steep Creeks, TSMV is concerned that the Town appears to be
attempting to achieve “zero risk” and unnecessary land sterilization in some
circumstances versus considering reasonable engineering or infrastructure
approaches that have been well proven in other jurisdictions. While TSMV agrees that
safeguarding residents is very important, not taking into account the loss of
developable land in a limited land supply can ultimately be detrimental to the town's
long term fiscal viability and go against long term municipal objectives like housing
affordability. In general, it seems the municipality is not considering that sometimes an
engineered solution that is not land intensive may be the better way to go for Canmore
due to a number of other considerations.
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TSMV would like Council to request Administration to consider the municipal impact to
the assessment base and long term municipal finances on the opportunity cost of
taking such land out of assessment inventory vs engineering solutions that may take
up less land but could have fairly low/reasonable maintenance costs.
6. Environmental Impact Study (EIS) Process
TSMV agrees with BOWDA that the proposed process for Environmental Impact
Statements (EIS), as outlined in Section 4.2.15 is not ideal. While it is appreciated that
this process would remove the requirement of Third Party Reviews there are a series
of issues with this process that TSMV believes need to be overcome and refined.
Items to consider and work through with Administration prior to adoption of 3rd Reading
of the MDP include:









Timely processing of application and management of consultant considering
lack of Town resources and expertise.
If EIS policy is approved, the Terms of Reference will be set in the policy, and
thus should not need to be revisited or approved by Council each time an EIS is
required. Administration should only seek new TOR approval only when it is
different from the approved policy.
Joint agreement by Town and Applicant should be reached on the consultant
selected for the proposed application. Right now only Town chooses and the
developer pays. A pre-approved Town list would be the preferred method for
selecting consultant.
Developer would need to know how communication should be managed with the
consultant and have substantial access to consultant prior to an application
being submitted in order to get feedback and advice.
Applicant should get a draft report before report finalization and going public.
Recommend a 1-year pilot project, subject to review so that the process can be
adjusted and improved.

We ask that Council direct Administration to work with TSMV and development
representatives from BOWDA to work out the mechanisms of how the new EIS process
could work and suggestions for improvements could be presented to Council prior to
3rd Reading.
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7. Green Building and Development and the Need for legal review
TSMV is not convinced that the municipality has the legal ability to “create regulations
in areas that are not addressed or regulated by the Alberta Safety Codes Act and the
Building Code” as stated in the introduction to Section 4.5 and we are unsure whether
the stated policies go beyond what the Municipality is able to legally regulate under the
Municipal Government Act (MGA).
Section 4.5.1 bullet a states that a development proposal “be designed and constructed
to conform to the natural topography and drainage patterns.” This seems to be a
redundant statement in that this mandate is accomplished by stormwater master
drainage and site servicing plans as required during the land use and development
permit stages. Bullet c references to “best management practices for water and energy
conservation”, without elaborating on what these practices are. Additionally, TSMV
would like to note that the Alberta Building Code has been recently updated and has
included significant restrictions and guidelines for energy use which would appear to
make this requirement redundant. TSMV feels it would be best to be eliminate this
statement as to avoid expected conflict with federal and provincial codes. Bullet d states
that development proposals should “reduce construction waste and maximize materials
recycling and reuse”, however it is unclear how this would be enforced.
8. Affordable Housing
TSMV would like to note that housing affordability is not only addressed by “intervention
in the market” as suggested in the introduction to Section 5, but also through allowing
the market to supply housing. This requires proactive zoning and permissive land use
rules, and TSMV feels this remains a significant challenge from a regulatory standpoint.
Section 5.2.1 sets a new target of 20% of residential growth as non-market affordable
housing. TSMV feels that this is prohibitively high and that it is premature to set targets
such as these without appropriate studies having first been carried out. TSMV supports
BOWDA in suggesting the Town include the updating of the Community Housing Action
Plan (CHAP), document in the Town’s 2017 Business Plan and direct that the updated
CHAP document determine the appropriate target for non-market affordable housing.
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9. Neighbourhood Residential – Housing Variety and Redevelopment Plans in
Existing Nieghbourhoods
TSMV would like to point out that section 6.5.1 could be interpreted as dispersing
multifamily development throughout an individual neighbourhood (as opposed to
dispersing among various neighbourhoods). More to the point TSMV also believes that
multifamily development should be located close to transit and amenities as it works
best when it is concentrated, as opposed to being widely dispersed.
Also with respect to section 6.1.11 bullet a, TSMV would like to highlight the fact that
this clause states that redevelopment plans will be evaluated for the degree to which
they sensitive to the scale and character of the (existing) neighbourhood and not
“similar to”. Many people want infill development to be a similar in size and scale to
existing stock, which is largely unfeasible. TSMV appreciates that the word “sensitive” is
being employed here but suggests adding a sentence that makes it even clearer that
this recognizes that redevelopment will not be similar to existing development.
10. Municipal Reserve (MR) Dedication
In Section 7.2 Municipal Reserve Dedication the MDP identifies a fair and equitable
approach to Municipal Reserve dedication that would apply to all lands developed
within Canmore. Currently, Council has a policy entitled “Three Sisters Resort Core
and Stewart Creek Commercial Village Municipal Reserves Policy" which has set a
different standard on how Municipal Reserves are taken within TSMV, and in the
opinion of TSMV is not fair nor reasonable, and has led to current problems around
the Cairn's on the Bow or undesignated, uncredited and no legal public access
considerations like the bridge over Three Sisters Creek that has no legal public access
standing. This policy has led to TSMV is not being fairly recognized/compensated for
past MR contributions, and putting public access for such trails at risk of legal private
landowner's rights of trespass and peaceful enjoyment of private property. It has also
led to TSMV often feeling like a different, excessive and onerous standard of
expectations applies to TSMV in Canmore. TSMV would like to formally request a
rescission of this policy and request that Council have one policy that is fairly and
equitably applied to all developers within Canmore in alignment with the requirements
of the MGA.
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11. Policies that sacrifice economic diversification and development diversity of
the Resort Center within Sections 10.1 and 11.1
TSMV is concerned that several of the policies set forth in the MDP with respect to
mixed use, retail and commercial uses and building forms could negatively impact the
economic diversity of the Resort Center.
For instance, Section 10.1.5 restricts the construction of single-storey buildings in
“mixed use and tourist/service commercial areas”. Firstly, the context of this
referenced area not entirely clear as it is not delineated in the Conceptual Land Use
Map 2 whereas “mixed use” is. TSMV is concerned that this context could apply to the
Resort Centre, given that Section 11.1.4, (under Resort Centre Commercial), states
that “Resort Centres will be focused on tourist-oriented goods and services”. TSMV
notes that the approved Stewart Creek ASP does not include any such restrictions on
building height in its Commercial/ Mixed Use (Gateway Commercial) Area. We ask
that policy 10.1.5 be deleted as it is too details for a policy within a MDP and should be
handled within ASP or ARP policy.
Additionally, the MDP appears to elevate Canmore’s Town Center and other existing
commercial areas to a level that is unreasonably restrictive to commercial land use in
other areas, most notably the Resort Centers. While TSMV acknowledges the
importance of the Town Centre as the heart of Canmore, it should not be the policy of
the MDP to protect this area to a degree that is detrimental to the success of the
Towns’ overall commercial tax base.
For instance TSMV believes that the policies outlined in Section 10.1.6 and 10.1.7
under Retail Size Limitations, are overly restrictive. Section 10.1.6 states that “In order
to preserve the unique character and vitality of the Town Centre, the size of new retail
unit development in other commercial areas may be limited.” This policy is
fundamentally unfair as it potentially restricts the provision of beneficial retail service to
other areas of town so that residents are not obligated to go downtown for all of their
needs. With respect to Section 10.1.7, TSMV does not agree that “large format retail
stores, internally-oriented shopping malls and … multi-store retail centres”, are
inappropriate for commercial areas outside the Town Centre and conflicts with the
Stewart Creek ASP. Large in this context is not defined and could be arbitrarily and
discretionarily interpreted.
Section 11.1.4 states that Resort Centres should “complement the Town Centre’s role
as the commercial and cultural heart of Canmore.” This is problematic as commercial
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areas are inherently competitive to some extent, and artificial protections generally
have been found to increase the costs of business and cost of living in municipalities.
TSMV believes that the term “compliment” in this context is highly subjective and may
result in confusion with respect to land use planning in the Resort Center and
therefore support BOWDA’s recommendation that this section be amended to:
"Resort Centres will be focused on tourist-oriented goods and services. In addition,
Resort Centres also offer some commercial services to make neighbourhood
residential communities more sustainable, livable, and connected. Accessing services
locally provides improved walkability and reduced transportation needs for community
residents."
Moreover, while TSMV agrees with policy 11.1.2 which states that a range of
commercial uses, including retail, will be provided within the Resort Centers, we are
highly cautious as to how interpretation and regulation of conflicting policy within
Section 11.1.4 will be implemented. Specifically, how can the policies of Sections
11.1.2 and 11.1.4 work together to provide balance when the Town Center is also
focused on tourist-centered goods and services and therefore presumably in direct
completion with services that may be offered in Resort Centres? TSMV believes a
balance must be struck between the protection of the Town Center and Council’s
expressed desire for expanding the commercial tax assessment base within the town
overall. The success of the Resort Centres hinge on their being able to create a
commercial environment that will successfully attract the right users from all areas of
Canmore. This will help to alleviate the burden presently placed on the downtown area
in terms of high traffic and lack of parking and also will support Council’s direction to
expand transit within Canmore by helping to drive transit ridership to a wider variety of
commercial areas. For these reasons, TSMV feels it is necessary for the Town to
reexamine and modify the wording found within Section 11.1.2 and 11.1.4 so that the
policies therein are in better alignment.

12. No residential in Resort Centers
Section 11.1.7 states that Resort Centers are not intended for residential uses save for
PAH and employee housing. This policy does not align with the current Resort Centre
ASP document which allows permanent residential uses as outlined in its Land Use
Framework (Section 4.0), and Land Use Objectives and Policies (Section 5.0). Within
the latter is stated:
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5.1 General Development Policies
“Notwithstanding definitions in the Town of Canmore Land Use Bylaw (09-99),
for purposes of this Area Structure Plan, Resort Accommodation means a
building or group of buildings for visitors to and residents of the resort area,
which may be utilized for short term, commercial, non-residential tenancies, or
for permanent residential tenancies, and shall include visitor accommodation,
tourist accommodation, and residences. Resort Accommodation may be in the
form of visitor accommodation, apartments, townhouses / stacked townhouses,
duplex and single family dwellings, and shall in all cases be considered as a
commercial land use for the purposes of municipal assessment and taxation,
with no restrictions on maximum occupancy periods.”
It is well accepted current planning theory that a key to creating vibrant, year round
streets requires a mixture of visitor accommodation, PAH, employee housing and
housing for permanent residents in order to achieve vibrancy and for commercial area
to be successful. TSMV believes that the MDP should not be absolute in the
exclusion of residential from Resort Center areas as these details should be worked
out within an ASP. A balanced amount of permanent residential in strategic areas
should be given the opportunity to support local services and businesses, and to
reduce the impact of seasonal or part-time occupancies stressing infrastructure and
local businesses unnecessarily to the detriment of the municipality and community at
large.
13. Conceptual Schemes Requirements
TSMV acknowledges and appreciates the change in language made to Section 18.2.7
which now states that the potential requirement of a conceptual scheme/outline plan is
made “concurrent” with land use amendment or subdivision applications.
However, Sections 18.2.7 and 18.2.8 conflict in that the former states that conceptual
schemes are concurrent with land use while 18.2.8 states that they can be an
intermediate step. There is a need for clearer direction on when these schemes will be
required as well as when and how they will be handled.
In our experience, a conceptual scheme is used in places where there is no
overarching direction of an ASP. The MDP policy needs to be clarified to ensure that
the Conceptual Scheme is not an additional step after the adoption of an ASP.
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The detail the Administration may be looking for after the completion of an ASP is
closer to what is sometimes referred to as an outline plan. An Outline Plan is a tool
whereby more detail is provided at the land use application stage in order to
understand how land use, subdivision and the installation of utilities will function
comprehensively. Items like preliminary grading, utility servicing, stormwater planning
and land use are examined to generate the best outcomes for the Town and the
developer.
TSMV is happy to work with Administration on Outline Plan submissions subject to full
agreement and understanding of the appropriate level of detail appropriate at this
stage. A full understanding of the specific requirements prior to 3rd Reading is required
and TSMV would ask Council to direct Administration to work with TSMV and the
development community in this respect. If clarity cannot be achieved with respect to
Section 18.2.8 we would ask that this section be removed.
14. Incorrect Labelling on Map 2 Conceptual Land Use
In regards to classifying privately owned lands as "Private Recreation", on Map 2
Conceptual Land Use, TSMV is in agreement with including an operating golf course
like Stewart Creek Golf Course, the former Resort Centre Golf Course or similar
facilities in this category. However, a Private Recreational facility is not Open Space.
Open Space implies it is allowed for the public to enter the lands and enjoy for their
own recreational purposes even though they are private. We believe this also tends to
lead people to believe that unauthorized trespassing onto private lands is "ok" if such
lands are labelled as private recreation. We would suggest a label of “Private
Recreation” be applied to help the public understand the difference between public
park spaces and privately owned commercial recreational areas, such as golf courses.
TSMV also has serious concerns with this category being applied to areas such as the
"staircase lands" near Grassi Lakes. These lands are zoned Urban Reserve (UR) and
portions may still have future development potential subject to further study. The ability
to develop these lands should be determined through a land use application process
and not require a MDP amendment. It would still be under Council's purview to decide
if development could proceed if and when a land use application is made. The
staircase lands should be classified as "Future Urban Growth". Current designation as
Urban Reserve is not justification to classify these lands as private recreation and
open space lands, especially if they may not be intended for any sort of recreation. We
believe this also tends to lead people to believe that unauthorized trespassing onto
private lands is "ok" if such lands are labelled as private recreation.
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6/30/2016

OMISSIONS FROM THE UNDERMINING
SECTION 3.7 OF THE MDP VERSION 6.
•1) No requirement for Independent review
of Mining Reports.
•2) No requirement for Developer to take
out insurance on development affected by
mining.

• REQUIREMENT FOR REVIEW BY AN INDEPENDENT
ENGINEER.
• The present Version 6 MDP does not require the Mining
Report prepared by the Owner’s Engineer to be reviewed
by an independent Professional Engineer who did not assist
in preparation of the report and has no connection with
individuals or firm who prepared report.
• This a requirement of the Alberta Municipal Government
Act, Regulation 114/1997.
• Given the extreme difficulty of developing safely on mined
land , this omission shows a dangerous disregard for safety
and for the financial consequences of having no such
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2

6/30/2016

REQUIREMENT FOR DEVELOPER TO CARRY INSURANCE.
• 1) MDP Version 6 has no requirement for developers to insure
against claims for damages arising from undermining
conditions.
• 2) Insurance is a requirement of the Municipal Government Act,
Regulation 114/1997
• 3) If no insurance exists, damages to infrastructure will have to
be paid for by taxpayers or property owners.
• A reminder; Taxpayers are now paying for remediation of the
Dyrgas gate sinkhole

Insurance by Developers .
• Since the insurance requirement is covered by
Provincial regulation, why have this in the MDP?
• BECAUSE;
• 1) Provincial Regulation requiring insurance has not
been followed by the Government in the past ;
• 2) Insurance has been at the Ministers discretion.
• 3) History shows that, when Developers declare
bankruptcy, taxpayers & owners have to pay the bill
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3

6/30/2016

Page 3.

Page 4.
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5

6/30/2016

Summary of public comments on MDP
Undermining clause.
• Total number of comments,

52

• Number of comments in support or neutral,

4

• Comments suggesting or demanding change,

48

Letter from Gerry Stephenson to Planning
Department on March 22nd, 2016 pointing out
flaws in the MDP underground mining section
and suggesting the changes needed.
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6

6/30/2016

Comparison
of
Undermining
Clause.
Versions 2
and 6 of
MDP.

Suggested modification of Sub Clause 3.7.3
3.7.3. Municipal infrastructure or Municipal reserve desiganation may be
permitted on undermined lands where the developer provides an
Undermining report prepared by a qualified Professional Engineer and where,
as required by sections 5(1) and 5(2) of regulation 114/1997, this report is
reviewed by an independent Professional engineer who did not take part in
the preparation of the report.. Mitigation required by the undermining report
and the independent reviewer must then be completed. Such development
will also require that, as a described in section 7 of the regulation 114/1997,
insurance is taken out by the developer in the amount of and for a time
satisfactory to the Minister to insure against claims for damages arising from
undermining and related conditions. In these circumstances the Town of
Canmore will require in advance of development that the mitigation to be
carried out and the Insurance to be taken out are satisfactory to the Town and
that the work proceeds and the insurance is taken out in the prescribed
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MEMO

Re:

MDP v6 Second Public Hearing Response
To:

Town of Canmore, c/o Cheryl Hyde-Municipal Clerk

From:

Stone Creek Resorts

CC:
Date:

June 29, 2016

Message:
Comments/concerns re. "MDP-2016 v6-Track Changes Master-Updated"

Stone Creek Resorts Inc., 1100 – 1st Street SE, Suite 201, Calgary, AB CANADA T2G 1B1
Phone +1.403.802.3600: Fax +1.403.209.3926 Toll Free: 1.866.837.7097 www.stonecreekresorts.com
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re. 3.5.5 Steep Creek Risk Reduction
Suggested wording: (revisions in red)
For new development, passive mitigation such as the avoidance of steep
creek hazard areas should be the principal approach employed to avoid or
reduce risk. Off-site hazard mitigation may be allowed as an approach to
reduce risk to within acceptable thresholds where it is determined that the
use of the land provides a net positive community benefit after consideration
of residual risk, long term maintenance and replacement of mitigation is
feasible, and the capital cost of mitigation is borne by the developer, not
excluding opportunities for other sources of funding, such as
senior levels of government and or other benefiting
properties.

Also, clarity should be provided as to how "net positive community benefit" is determined.

re. 3.5.15a Development in a Steep Creek Hazard
Zone
Suggested wording: (revisions in red)

Extreme/High hazard area - No new development shall be allowed
excepting for the provisions of 3.5.5. Expansion or intensification of
existing development will be limited to development that does not materially
increase the hazard or risk, such as accessory buildings and minor increases
in building footprint.

Suggested addition to 3.5.15a :
Density in undeveloped and existing zoned lands that are
determined to be in an extreme/high hazard area can be
transferred to other areas within the same approved ASP area.

Stone Creek Resorts Inc., 1100 – 1st Street SE, Suite 201, Calgary, AB CANADA T2G 1B1
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re. 4.2.15 EIS Process
The process of the Town Administration contracting and directing a consultant on behalf of an applicant is
to radical to understand the impact it may have on a proposed development. It also presents a substantial
amount of uncertainty which may neutralize opportunities benefitting the community. Additionally,
prescriptive processes should not be part of the MDP, and there are other instruments more appropriate
for adaptability.
Should this process be proposed elsewhere, we would prefer the Town provide a list of acceptable EIS
consultants for the developer to select following the ToR.

Re. 4.2.19 Human Use in Corridors and Habitat
Patches
Stone Creek has the understanding that there are Provincial regulations and sensitivities related to
recreational use in the Bow Valley Wildland Park that would supersede and be outside of the Town's
adoption. (eg. the Provincial Parks Act, SSRP, the Bow Valley Protected Areas Management Plan, an MO for
the Montane Traverse Trail, etc.)
Suggested wording: (revisions in red)
Trail development and recreational use of wildlife corridors should will only be
allowed where such development and use does not compromise the
functionality of wildlife corridors. Trail development should will be consistent
with Provincial regulations, and criteria in the BCEAG guideline
documents, including the Guidelines for Human Use Within Wildlife Corridors
and Habitat Patches in the Bow Valley (1999) or other adopted reports.

re. 5.2.1 Target; NON-MARKET AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
We understand the 15% has come from consultation w/ CCHC, but it is unclear if there is anything
substantiating or science behind the increase to 20%. Our interpretation of this clause is directed more
towards the Town's action plan, and less of an onus on developers.

Stone Creek Resorts Inc., 1100 – 1st Street SE, Suite 201, Calgary, AB CANADA T2G 1B1
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re. Part 9-Economic Development; intro
paragraph
It is unclear what "destination tourism industries" means.
Suggested wording: (revisions in red)
Over the years, economic drivers have shifted towards recreational and
destination tourism industries, including second home ownership and
amenity migration.”

Re. Part 10; Use of 'Town Centre as primary focal
point' terminology
Confirmation should be provided that the use of describing the Town Centre as "... the dominant
commercial node" and "...primary focal point" is done in a different context to Part 11-Resort Centre.

re. 11.1.4 Resort Centres
Suggested wording: (revisions in red)
Resort Centres will be focused on tourist-oriented goods and services. and
should complement the Town Centre’s role as the commercial and cultural
heart of Canmore. In addition, Resort Centres also offer some
commercial services to make neighbourhood residential
communities more sustainable, livable, and connected.
Accessing services locally provides improved walkability and
reduced transportation needs for community residents.

re. 11.1.7 Residential in the Resort Centre
Suggested wording: (revisions in red)
Resort Centres are not intended for residential uses except housing for
employees and Perpetually Affordable Housing or where it can be
shown there is a net benefit to the community.

Stone Creek Resorts Inc., 1100 – 1st Street SE, Suite 201, Calgary, AB CANADA T2G 1B1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mark D Taylor
Monday, June 20, 2016 10:31 PM
John Borrowman; Esme Comfort; Joanna McCallum; Sean Krausert; Vi Sandford; Rob
Seeley; Ed Russell
Cheryl Hyde
MDP Input

Mayor Borrowman and Town Councillors;
I want to thank you and the town administration for the work that has gone into the MDP thus far. While there
are many specific components and clauses in the MDP, I would appreciate your consideration of a few
overarching philosophies that I hope you will ensure carry through the various sections of the MDP.

The Town Vision is very important and captures many of the fundamental goals and strategies. Based on this,
please consider these comments:


While I agree that Canmore’s "strength is in its resourceful and engaged citizens", I also believe its
unique and defining value is in its mountain culture, landscape and lifestyle. Without this, Canmore is
just another “bedroom community” for a large city - which I couldn't disagree more with. The
uniqueness we have is of primary importance and needs to be protected as a core value in all aspects of
the MDP. As stated in the Vision, Canmore “is defined by its character and distinct identity anchored in
the mountain surroundings and mining history”.



In order to preserve this unique character it is essential that Canmore “works within the limits imposed
by its geography and ecologic capacity”. We need to do everything we can to preserve our green spaces
and continue to provide recreational access and activities for both residents and our vital, visiting
tourists. Development and growth are pressing issues but to all extents possible, this development
should be focussed on those areas that do not destroy or denigrate current green spaces. Densification
should be focused on currently built up areas like the downtown area, where there is also transit and
where most work places are. All efforts should be exercised to avoid cutting tress or destroying
parkland / green spaces that currently exist. New “greenfield” developments will be required and have
been identified in the MDP but existing green spaces should be protected. Consistent with the Vision
again which states, Canmore needs to be a ”place that supports an array of social services, and abundant
open space and opportunities for recreation and artistic expression.” Don’t let the drive for development
and densification destroy the very fabric, value and uniqueness of our town.

Thank you for your time and consideration of these ideas.
Sincerely,
Mark Taylor

_______________________________________
Try?….There is no try. There is only do or not do
1
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Mark D Taylor P.Eng
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fred Vermeulen
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 2:14 PM
Cheryl Hyde
Comment on Proposed MDP

Mayor Borrowman and Town Councillors
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the version of the proposed MDP which
received second reading from Council. I appreciate the opportunity for public input because
this draft of the MDP still falls far short of the environmental protection provided by the
proposed CSP, which was accepted at second reading by a Canmore Town Council after
extensive public input.
Since members of this Council have unanimously stated that the environmental is a priority, I
had thought that the new MDP would be based on the CSP and provide at least as strong
protection of our environment as that document did.
Instead, this document is weaker than the CSP in a number of ways. I urge you to refuse to
give third reading to this document unless these problems are addressed. In my judgment we
would be better off with the current MDP than the proposed one unless amendments are
made.
Specifically, I think that almost every resident of the Town would want the MDP to include
policies which ensure that developments do not compromise the functionality of wildlife
corridors and habitat patches.
As the MDP stands now, there is no clear definition of what developments will be considered
adjacent to a patch or corridor. Neither developers nor citizens have any clear idea of what
adjacency might mean and the determination of adjacency on a case-by-case basis raises the
possibilities of inconsistency, ineffectiveness and unfairness. At the first public hearing a
number of speakers suggested a definition as a minimum of 200 metres and this seems quite
reasonable. Some clearly defined distance is essential within which the Town’s independent
biologist would ensure that the land uses closest to the corridors and habitat patches are
minimally intrusive. Surely any significant development adjacent to a wildlife corridor or
habitat patch would include in its EIS such a requirement?
And why isn’t the Town requiring the same standard for TSMV that they are for other
developers? Surely the MDP should require that TSMV is treated exactly like other developers
and an EIS will be required, without any other lesser options.
The CSP required a Third-party review, but the proposed MDP does not. Given the
uncertainties about environmental impacts of development and the differences in opinion
about how to reduce such impacts, it is essential that the Town ensure as wide a range of
opinion as possible is obtained and that the EIS contains no errors and reflects all the relevant
scientific information. Since most citizens and Town Councillors do not have biological
qualifications, the only way to ensure this happens is through an independent third-party
review. This is a stronger policy than having a single EIS prepared by the Town’s independent
biologist.
1
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Before passing the MDP, I ask Council to address these concerns before third reading.
Thank you for the opportunity for this input.
Fred Vermeulen
Canmore
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Catharine Warren
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 11:02 PM
Cheryl Hyde
Submission by C. Warren to the Second Public Hearing on the MDP

Environmental values run strongly in the Canmore community and we are well aware that once an environmental asset is compromised it is usually lost
forever. For this reason it is essential that the Town's planning documents provide strong protection for the environment. (This can be seen in the
Precautionary Principle which would be a useful addition to the MDP.)
In my view, the proposed MDP falls short of the environmental protection needed. The changes between that draft and the current document with respect to
the environment seems to me to be minimal and still much weaker than is needed. If we are to be reasonably certain of protecting the environment, we need
policies in place which make it clear that developments which might have adverse effects on corridors and habitat patches are subject to full and complete
study. While an EIS is now required for new development, there is still no clear policy to address the direct zone of adjacency to ensure minimally intrusive
land uses directly on the border of corridors and habitat patches. The EIS must strengthen the policy to provide special attention to this zone next to corridors
and habitat patches. Also the preparation of the EIS by the consultant chosen and hired by the Town needs to ensure that this consultant can recommend any
revision or even reject proposals of the developer if they would compromise adjacent uses to corridors and patches.
I would also suggest that Council retain their option of commissioning an EIA if further assessment might be useful.
I believe that the Community Sustainability Plan included all these provisions and most are present in our current MDP. So far as I can tell, the policies asked
for by the public at the first hearing are either missing from the proposed MDP, or included in a weak manner.
This MDP will remain a weaker document if it is not amended further before it is accepted.

1
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Patrick Plichon and Mavis Wheatcroft
Canmore, AB
June 29, 2016
Dear Mayor Borrowman and Councillors,
We are writing with regard to the proposed Municipal Development Plan, in advance of the second public
hearing on this matter, occurring today, Jun. 29, 2016.
We recognize that as a Council, you have helped to ensure that the proposed MDP includes Policy 4.2.11,
requiring for an EIS for any new development within a wildlife corridor. We have noticed and would also like to
thank and congratulate Council on this and also for your strong stand in opposing development in the Dead
Mans Flats Mans’ Flats Corridor within the Municipal District of Bighorn.
We are writing to ask that Council also address the following changes, which we feel are needed, with regard to
the proposed MDP:
 ensure that within the section ‘New Development Within and Adjacent to Wildlife Corridors and
Habitat Patches’, the definition of ‘adjacency’ in Policy 4.2.14 clearly state that ‘adjacency’ WILL BE
CONSISTENT WITH BCEAG Guidelines, (not just “will refer to” BCEAG,) with the EIS continuing, as
stated Policy 4.2.14, to evaluate land uses directly adjacent to wildlife corridors and habitat
patches with particular attention to “the type of land use and the intensity of the development, as
well as the potential for adverse environmental impacts.”
 ensure that the above definition of ‘adjacency’ WILL APPLY EQUALLY TO ALL NEW DEVELOPMENT,
consistent with 2012 BCEAG , where: “New land use activities that are considered acceptable adjacent
to wildlife corridors and habitat patches include those that are less intrusive.” (Policy 7.2., 2012
BCEAG, page 20).
 ensure that there be a fully independent review by the wildlife biologist chosen by the Town of
Canmore of the developer’s proposal – not a collaborative review. We ask this because, only an
independent 3rd party review can ensure a completely independent process apart from the
developer’s proposal. Note that: Policy 4.2.15, rather than restoring a 3rd party review of the
developer’s EIS, Policy, requires the Town to “select an environmental consultant, who will report
directly to the Town. The Town will work with the consultant and the applicant to find a balance in
mitigations that minimize the identified impact of the proposal.” However, there is NO clear wording
that ensures that the independent biologist hired by the Town does NOT actively ‘collaborate with’
the developer’s consultant. We ask that Council ensure that it is addressed.
 ensure that the option of an EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) be restored to the 2016 MDP,
consistent with both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP. This option has only been used twice in the last
18 years and IS a Municipal as well as a Provincial tool, contrary to information provided by Planning.
Note that: under ‘EIS POLICY, VERSION 4, Section 4) Mitigation, Recommendations & Conclusions, the
recommendation under Policy 4 e) has been removed, i.e. “Recommendation regarding whether the
proposal should proceed as planned, or how the proposal could be modified to reduce or avoid
impact.”
 ensure that the 2016 MDP environmental policies apply to all development equally, consistent with
the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading – not 2 tiers as in Version 6, where some development
is subject to weaker policies than others.
We noticed, during this process, the ways in which Council acted responsibly on behalf of the citizens of
Canmore. This was especially evident when second reading was delayed and administration was asked to
ensure they make the changes they had been asked to make. We value that you have been listening to the
voices of constituents and demonstrating responsible leadership and representation and urge you to continue
to take time to again listen to public input at this second public hearing on the MDP to ensure this important
planning document will be clear for not only this body of elected officials but for those who follow in the years
to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Patrick Plichon
Mavis Wheatcroft
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

anne wilson
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 5:06 PM
Cheryl Hyde
MDP hearing June 29

Submission the Canmore Town Council for the second Public Hearing on the MDP, June 29, 2016
That the proposed MDP has been deficient in its provisions to protect the environment was confirmed by the significant
public input at the first Public Hearing and the subsequent editorial in the Rocky Mountain Outlook.
I was therefore pleased to see in the Minutes of the Council’s May 3 meeting that Council had adopted, with only one
dissenting vote, an amendment by Mayor Borrowman which reads as follows:
An Environmental Impact Statement shall be completed for any proposed ASP,
ARP, multi‐unit subdivision, or amendment to an ASP or ARP, that is within or adjacent to an Environmentally
Sensitive Area.
In the case of wildlife corridors and habitat patches “adjacency” shall be identified as within a minimum of 200
meters
of the corridor or habitat patch.
The requirement of an EIS may be waived in accordance with Canmore EIS Policy
if the Town determines that a proposed plan is of such a minor nature that it
would have no measurable impact on an Environmentally Sensitive Area. The
“precautionary principle” shall be utilized to evaluate such a waiver. Council will be
advised that an EIS has been waived.
This amendment goes a long way to addressing the concerns raised at the public hearing. Specifically, there is a clear
definition of adjacency, it is clear that an EIS will be normally required and reference to the precautionary principle is in
accord with recommendations by experts in environmental planning. The amendment did not address the concern that
the MDP fails to provide for an independent expert 3rd party review of the EIS, but it goes a long way toward remedying
the public’s concerns.
I was puzzled and distressed therefore to see that this amendment does not appear at all in the version of the MDP given
second reading by Council and which is the subject of this hearing. So far as I can tell version 6 is subject to most of the
criticisms that were made at the first Public Hearing.
I strongly urge Council to make amendments to bring the final MDP in line with recommendations of concerned citizens
at the first public hearing, and with the CSP, which was to have been the basis of Canmore’ new MDP.
Otherwise the Bow Valley Clean Air Society (BVCAS) will not be able to support it.
Yours respectfully, Anne Wilson
Bow Valley Clean Air Society, director
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It is important in the case of the Three Sisters Development that the option of an EIA (Environmental Impact
Assessment) be applied to the 2016 development complete with cumulative effects of the overall
development, using both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and the concept of adjacency. This option has only
been used twice in the last 18 years but it is a municipal tool as well as a Provincial one “use it”!
3.

The 2016 MDP environmental policies need to apply to all developments equally, consistent with the
1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading – we should not accept 2 tiers, where some development
is subject to weaker policies than others.

Also, Gerry Stephenson is an expert on undermining in the Canmore area. He has a deep understanding of the
issue and is a made in Canmore expert. It only makes sense for our Admin and Council to listen closely to him
and to incorporate the recommendations that he provides on “undermining” due to previous activities.
Anything that does not include his detailed suggested revisions is absolutely short‐sighted and dangerous.
I trust you will do everything you can to protect the wildlife, the vital wildlife corridor, and the natural
resources in the Canmore valley.
Hans Wolf, M.Eng., P.Eng.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Wooley
Tuesday, June 28, 2016 11:20 PM Cheryl
Hyde
comment on the MDP

A comment on the MDP - for consideration on 29 June 2016

First, I wish to thank Council and all those who have been involved in drafting and reviewing such a
comprehensive document. Having generally reviewed the full MDP, I wish to comment briefly on two
sections.

Section 4 - Environmental Stewardship
One of the things that has deeply impressed me about the citizens of Canmore in my four years living here, is
the deep respect that people hold for wildlife and the environment. This is not a peripheral concern, or
something to be looked at after profit-based agendas have been attended to; concern for wildlife and the
environment is “job one.”

In tracking the edits in section 4 of the MDP I am pleased by the strengthening of the wording in many sections
– several places where “may” has turned to “must”, “should” has turned to “shall” – and hope that this section
of the document continues to have strong wording, underlining the need for strong, attentive stewardship to the
flora and fauna who were here long before us humans. Goal number 1, section 4 (p.26) is “To identify and
protect environmentally sensitive areas, including locally and regionally significant wildlife movement
corridors and habitat patches” and I would hope that all decisions regarding environmental stewardship will be
made with this important goal in view.

Section 5 - Affordable Housing
My other comment regards section 5, and it’s simply a general encouragement to keep working toward
affordable housing. Throughout the Bow Valley it’s hard to find housing, harder to afford it, which makes
things very difficult for employees and employers alike and diminishes stability for those in lower-wage
occupations. In addition to zoning and funding consideration, lots of creativity will be needed; I am pleased to
see such creativity in the MDP, e.g., in 5.3.1 which potentially allows residential use of under-used second floor
areas in industrial areas. The stewardship of the environment is “job one” but the housing needs of lower wage
earners is not far behind.

With appreciation,
1
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